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Rec Center gets
$5,000 from AB
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor
Student Recreation Center officials said student employee cuts
seemed imminent after the Apportionment Board's $5,000 allocation
to the Division of Recreational
Sports.
The Student Recreational Center's original request was $23,585 $17,000 of which was budgeted for
student employment. The total budget to the Rec Center from AB is
DOW $96,560.

Board members said they had
intended the $5,000 to be used
mostly for student employment.
H owever, AB has no power to
direct where the funds go once they

are allocated.

Ko/doff. a senior environmental biology major, and his dog, Chili, play catch with a frisbee in the
Quad Tuesday afternoon.

"We'll end up having to make
cuts," said David Outler. director of
Rec Sports. ''Those cuts will come
in the form of staff cutbacks."
Prior to the AB 's decision, many
people had expressed concerns that
a failure to receive additional funds
would place student jobs in jeopardy. Before deliberations began
Tuesday, AB member Chad Turner
told the board Outler had said he
would lay off two student employees Wednesday morning if he did
not receive the additional $17,000.
'Those will certainly be followed
by more layoffs later," Turner said.
Outler said the process of making necessary cutbacks will begin
Wednesday. He said he would talk
to staff members before he makes
decisions on where the first cuts
should be made.

Board
allocates
$10,690
ByEANESKRA
Staff writer

A total of $10,690 was allocated from Apportion ment
Board's emergency fund Tuesday night, including $5,000 to
the Student R ecreational

Center.
Included in lhc other allocations were Student Government and University Board.
The allocations concluded
additional allocations from the
1993·94 fiscal year.

After a heated discussion,
the AB approved about onefifth of 1he requested $23,S85,
saying the Rec Center could
survive easily on its current

funds.
Of the $23,585, $17,000
was to be used for payro ll.
Recreational Sports Director

" Continued on page 2
The number of hours the Rec
Center is open may have to be cut
further due to the AB 's decision.
"A lot of the Rec Center programs are going to be cut," Outler
• Continued on page 2

astern bid for land too low; parking project delayed
's attempts to build another parking
Seventh Street have been put on hold
as the university's bid to purchase a
by the University Baptist Church
to meet the church's asking price.
property the university was attempting
chase is located on the comer of
th Street, directly across from Old
University Baptist Church, 1505
St, which has tried to sell the threeof property, is taking the land off the
estate market since its contract with the
of Linda Nugent & Associates to sell the
will expire in the next few days.
did make an offer on the property,
it was not anywhere near what we wantsaid Harold Birch, a member of the
committee for the University Baptist
. ''The property has been taken off the
for now."
h said that Charles Colbert, Eastem's
president for business affairs, was the
"dual who was serving as the universiarbiter. Colbert, who is out of town until
y, was unavailable for comment.
"The university was offering around
,000 for the property and we had wanted

Eastern did make an offer on the property, but it was not
anywhere near what we wanted.
Harold Birch

around $600,000," Birch said.
Johnetta Jones, Eastem's minority affairs
diirector, was unaware the property had been
taken off the market
She said she had been told if Eastern
bought the property, the nearby AfricanAmerican Cultural Center, just south of the
church on Seventh Street, might be demolished to make room for a parking lot.
Eastem's cultural center serves as a place
for student organizations to assemble. Organizations such as the Black Student Union,
the Hispanic Student Union and several fraternities and sororities use the house to hold
meetings and other social activities.
''1lle question that bas to be asked is, 'Is
there a need for a cultural center?'" Jones
said. She added that other state universities in
Illinois that have cu1tural centers are spending

more money to develop their centers.
Suzanne Chouinard, assistant to the vice
president for business affairs, said that by no
means was the attempt of the university to
purchase the property a setback.
'1bere's always an interest in expansion,"
said Chouinard, who added the attempted
land acquisition had been discussed over the
last several months.
Birch said the church had the property
appraised for approximately $600,000. That
property includes the church building, a hair
salon, a parsonage and an aparonent
'We've already had an offer for the property by another party. It was high, around
$600,000, but the church didn't feel that party
was in the church's best interests to sell," he
said, adding that the person anempting to
purchase the property had plans to sell alco-

hol there.
"There's always a problem of not having
enough space for parking here," Chouinard
said. She mentioned that the university has
conducted a campus master plan goal, which
is to look for property that could be an asset
to Eastern.
''If any property was to be used for parking, the money to acquire the land would be
used from the parking funds," Chouinard
said. "H the land was used for non-parking,
it'd come from a general revenue fund and
secure addition funds."
Eastern President David Joms said the university continues to investigate purchasing
land for new parking lots.
"The (Baptist Church) is a nice piece of
property," Jorns said. ··we would definitely
still be interested in acquiring it. The only
thing we need to do is get our appraiser and
their appraiser to come closer together on a
settlement"
Birch said, "Even though the property isn't
on the market now doesn't mean it won't be
approximately for sale in the future. Eastern's
offer was too low so we took it off the market."
The Baptist Church building has a seating
capacity of about 150 people and has been
trying to sell the property for some time and
relocate the church in another part of campus.
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BSU gives essay deadline
By CHRISTINE STARR
Staff writer

The Black Student Union
announced Tuesday that the deadline for Parent's Appreciation
essays is Wednesday.
"Parents: A Celebration of Life
and Love" essays should be a
minimum of 500 words, typed
and double spaced and can be
turned in to the BSU office in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The winners will recite the

Jerry's Pizza
& Pub

essay at the Parents Appreciation the union (their opinion)," Bell
Dinner, which will be held Feb. said. "One of the big arguments
27. The winner will receive three last year was that there wasn't
tickets to the dinner and the Miss e nough events sponsored by
Black EIU Pageant, to be held minorities."
that evening.
ln other business:
•Roshanda Gilmore has been
Also at the weekly meeting,
President Aaron Bell told mem- chosen as the new BSU secretary
bers he is disappointed that atten- and administrative assistant. Bell
dance at many BSU-sponsored said March 9 will be the deadline
events has been poor. Bell said if for nominations for BSU executhis continues there will be fewer tive positions, with elections to be
BSU events.
held March 30.
"When (BSU executives)
Executives will take offi ce
schedule events, we always ask April 6.

345-2844

FROM PAGE ONE
Rec Center
•Frompage 1
said. "Seventy-five to 80 percent of
our total budget is payroll and
we 're going to have to take a hard
look at our priorities."
AB Chairman Ron Carmona said
he was pleased with the way deliberations were conducted. He also
said he felt that with the $5,000
allocated, Duller could continue to
operate the Student Recreation
Center wilhout laying off student
employees.
"It's not really for me to say
whether or not the decision is fair,"
said Carmona, who is also Student
Senate's financial vice president.
"But he can run the Rec Center
with the amount he was given.
"There may be a few less intramural, but I don't see any drastic
changes as a result of this," Carmona said.
Turner, who is also a senate
member, disagreed with Cannona's
assessment. He said AB members

were failing to act in the best interests of students.
"I have a fundamental problem
with a board that spends the money
on students without being accountable to the students," Turner said.
''That's completely wrong.
" I have taJked to a lot of students
and a lot of students were quoted in
The Daily Eastern News," Turner
said. "They have all said chey want
che Rec Center and they want more
programs from it. The AB needs to
be more responsive and accountable to the students' wishes."
In an effort to avoid similar decisions in the future. Turner said he
plans to investigate possible ways
to force the AB to become more
accountable to the students.
The $5,000 allocation will come
from the AB reserve. The reserve is
made up of excess fee money
which is set aside for emergencies
and unforeseen expen~s. ,
After the $10,690 wortli o( fillocations allotted in AB's Tuesday's

·.-.•

•

Board
" From page 1
David Outler had warned of student
employee cuts if the center did not
receive its full allocation.
"Payroll should not be an emergency matter," said AB faculty
member Genie Lenihan. "Payroll is
an expense like paying your rent"
The $5,000 amount was reached
due to an increase in spring activities. Members felt that Recreational
Sports needed more of a buffer in
funds.
The AB approved no other allocation requests from Recreational
Sports.
Student member Chad Turner
said the board was forgetting that it
was the students' money they were
aUocating.
"This is what the students want,

o~n~

need and use most," Turner said.
"We are not giving money to Dr.
Outler, we are giving money to the
students of EIU," he said.
As of Jan. 15, Rec Sports had
only spent $39,633 of its payroll
budget of $76,925. Because of this,
AB members said they found
Recreational Sports' allocation
request excessive.
The Rec Center's total budget,
including the new allocation, is
$96,560.
Member Mike Daniels expressed
concern with the $5,000 amount
because Recreational Sports already receives approximately onethird of the $300,000 of the AB 's
budget
'The AB funds 19-20 separate
boards, and of those, one gets one-
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Month
'Essay Contest
1. Entries showd be 500 words or
less.Essays should portray a person,
time period, or event--local or otherwise--which promoted the advancement of cultural diversity or which can
promote cultural diversity in the
future. Theme: Unity Why Can't We

All Just Get Along?

t

third of the budget," Daniels said.
Lenihan motioned to approve
only $3,000, which would have
allowed Rec Sports $1000 more for
payroll.
In other action, AB denied the
University Board request of $9,143
to fund a Springfest, but did allocate $3,490 to sponsor an AIDS
awareness lecture.
"Hot, Sexy and Safer" will be the
topic of the speech given by Suzi
Landolphe.
"Funding for Springfest was
denied because of a lack of preparation," Carmona said.
Student Government received an
additional allocation of $2,200,
which will be used to send four student and an advisor to a cultural
diversity festival.

2. The contest is open to all students,
with the exception of those currently
working for Student Publications and
any past editors of these publications.
3. Entries must be submitted to The
Daily Eastern News Office no later
than 4p.m. on Friday, Feb. 19.
4. Judging will take place the week of
Feb. 20-25.
5. Awards will be given at the
Parent's Appreciation Luncheon on
Saturday, February 27.

Prizes donated by:

•

Office of Minority Affairs

Z<l>B
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meeting, $114,171 is now left in
the emergency fund.
Turner disagreed with AB members who said Recreational Sports'
allocation requests did not fall
under the category of emergencies
or unforeseen expenses. He said
Outler could not have foreseen the
dramatic increase in Rec Center
participation, which Duller claims
has increased I 04 percem from last
year.
Bryan Hughes, a Rec Center
employee for the past three years.
said he also fears student layoffs.
"By denying the additional
money, the AB is cutting programs
and taking hours away from the
students, .. Hughes said. "Those
who aren't working a lot of hours
now (because of the reduction in
the number of hours the Rec Center
is open) may lose what hours they
do have and end up being laid off.
''The decision is definitely taking
away from tlie studencs," Hughes
said.

Asst night editor..•.......•.......••M.K. Guetersloh
Asst. nlght editor............................Brion Horris
Copy desk .........Randy Carr. Tim Dailey. Chns
Seper

The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
St. James Place
Furnished Units
• f'ree Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
•Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

(1905) S. 12th St.)
• I &. 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F
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e to battle for Charleston mayoral seat
s of five Charleston

will appear on the bale municipal primary
eb. 23, including one
d Eastern student and
uate.
didales that appear on
cate of ballot for the
mayoral election are
nt Wayne F. Lanman,
. "Dan" Cougill. Todd
n, Brian William Ford
"Radar" Hicks.
two vote-getters from
ry this month in the
race will advance to the
eral election. The Lop
-getters of the 10 canor city commissioner
also appear on the bal-

·120.

second term in the primary election.
Lanman pledges to control
local drug and alcohol problems
by offering alternative entertainment and researching several
possible sites for recreation and
youth centers.
The current Charleston mayor
was first elected to the city council in 1965 and served 12 years
as finance commissioner and 12
years as street commissioner. In
addition to his duties as Charleston mayor. Lanman also
serves as liquor commissioner.
Lanman said he wants to continue "keeping city government
under control and re-establish
good working relations with the
university and other governmental bodies", according to his
press release.
Cougill. a former city plumbing inspector and a U.S. Air
Force veteran of 25 years, is

Wayne Lanman
seeking his first elective office
as a mayoral candidate.
He is a graduate of the University of New Hampshire's
executive developmenr program

and the Industrial College of the
Armed Forces.
Some issues that Cougill advocates are repairs on local
streets, improving the taste of
Charleston drinking water, and
enforcing the present liquor
laws.
Reardon, 20, an Eastern sociology major has also made a bid
for the mayor's office.
If elected, Reardon says he
would like to start a communitybased taxi cab service and a
curbside recycling program rhat
he hopes would save Charleston
residents $13 from their current
garbage bill.
Ford is an 1990 Eastern graduate who holds a bachelor's
degree in psychology and a master's degree in communiry counseling.
Ford will be focusing on
stronger law enforcement in the
Charleston area and improve-

ments on streets and sidewalks.
Another area Ford will target
is reviewing unsolved crimes
and the reduction of criminal
activity. Ford would also like to
see more police officers hired to
patrol the city.
Ford is currently employed as
a bartender at Mike and Stan's
504 Club, 504 Monroe Ave.
Hicks is an Eastern Building
Service Worker who holds an
associate of applied arts degree
in radio broadcasting and a bachelor's degree in business managemenl and personal management.
Hicks said he will work to
improve the taste and quality of
the drinking water in Charleston.
He is also interested in starting a
mass transit service for the area.
Hicks also supports the 19 and
over bar entry age and strict
enforcement of the state drinking
age of 21.

ntal forum held in March
TESSENDORF

Jt, change it. replace it.
Textbook Rental Comwill be looking for opinm students and faculty
these options at a textMarch 17, the comannounced at its regular
Tuesday.
s is a hot issue and we
a lot of people to come
·d Bobby Smith, student
representative. "We want
what concerns are so we
we have to fix."
m, scheduled to start
in the Grand Ballroom
Martin Luther King Jr.
sity Union, will be an
ity for all members of

Eastern 's campus to voice their
opinions and feelings regarding
what to do about the textbook
rental system, Smith said.
Members of the committee
have sent letters to student organ i za ti ons, faculty. staff and
administrators. They are anticipating more than 300 people to
attend.
The committee will be taking
written testimony by faculty and
students who are apprehensive
about expressing their opinion in
public. It will also be used in
cases of students who can not
attend because of class commitments.
These testimonies will be read
by committee members either at
the forum or prior to it. the com-

mittee decided.
The committee challenges the
public to make the best case for
their position or themselves
regarding their views of the
Textbook Rental Service. faculty
member Richard Wandling said.
A part of the forum will
include a history of previous
research work done on textbook
rental at Eastern. Also scheduled
by the committee are guest speakers on the subject
The committee will try to keep
a balanced forum in the first hour
in order to get issues out in the
open, said student member Kara
Restagno. The more testimony
given the more information the
committee will have on how the
public feels, the committee said.

mment S spark faculty concern
hairmen of the Faculty/Student Textbook
Committee said because of comments made
student members of the committee in the
y edition of The Daily Eastern News they
have concern for the future of the Textbook
System Committee.
by Smith and Kara Restagno, student memof the committee, told The News Monday they
that Faculty Senate members who want to
· te the Textbook Rental Service would push
elimination despite what Student Senate mem-

want.
have concern whether it's worth going through
" said Rich Wandling, faculty co-chairman of
Textbook Rental Committee. "I wonder if the

process is on the verge of breaking down. When students say comments like what were in the paper, it
causes concern."
Gary Aylesworth, another faculty co-chairman of
the committee, also said the comments were damaging to the purpose of the committee.
"I'm disappointed that others have not constrained their public comments," Aylesworth said.
"lf we make a line in the sand and say it cannot be
crossed in public, we're trapped. We don't want to
be trapped.
"The point of this exercise is to do something
about this matter. I'm willing to keep going and try
to make it work. but I'm not very enthusiastic that it
will work," Aylesworth said.
John Miller, the third faculty co-chairman of the
committee, expressed more enthusiasm for the committee's work.

The perfect gift
for your Valentines.
Give your Valentines something
they'll love almost ac; much as
you ...a box of delicious Crown
Chocolatier chocolates. Yours for
just $3.95 with any Hallmark card
purchase. Supplies limited.

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor

Home run
John Delalcazar, a senior psychology major, hits a baseball as the
catcher, Ross Regentz, a junior economics major, watches Tuesday
afternoon in front of the Delta Tau Delta house on Ninth Street.

1993 EIU JAZZ FESTIVAL
Opening Concert - Friday, Feb. 12
7:30 p.m. Dvorak Concert Hall
Featuring Saxophonist & Composer

Bob Mintzer
appearing in Quartet and wit}1 .., - -· ..6 ,\Lt as areathe r
!>011cw1c .c:meay ror AIDS. Nothing could be further from

Have a little fun this
Valentine's Day - send
Shoebox Valentines

University

D•

from Hallmark.
SHoi::eox

Adults
$3
Students
lJt Seniors $ 1

GREETINGS
(A ~;"1' lilflc J;v:.,o., of Holl..,11rl<)

M-Sat 9-9
Sun 12-5

Judy's Hallmark Shop
West Park Plaza
Charleston

.reat
same
Boo give
)t just
~rs as

348-5473

!Ives.
'"'Ire,
1ur

the truth. AZf is extremely toxic even at low doses, it's
out of a feasible price range and the journal of Medidne
study found that - even though AZf delayed development of AIDS - It did little to extend people's lives.
Indeed, upon looking below the surface of these and
other current tenants of the AIDS hypothesis, It becomes
apparent that although we don't know much of the truth
about. we can Identify some of the falsehoods surroundIng It.
- Dylan Ethan Col/ins Is c.artoonist for "One In the
Oven.. in the Verge and a guest columnist for The Dally
Eastern News.
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Student president: fee hike possibl

Chicago
band visits
Mother's

By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

By CHRIS KAGAN
Staff writer

The Chicago-based band the
Exports bring their alternative
edged sound to Mother's Bar
at 9:30 p.m. on Wednesday.
The Exports are made up of
lead vocalist, bassist and keyboardist Ed Taylor, drummer
Jeff Vaughn and guitarist Greg
Z. Besides a quarter of their
material being originals, this
unique band plays covers from
a variety of bands, such as the
Smithereens, the BoDeans,
R.E.M. and classic rock tunes.
Taylor, a junior at Eastern,
claims Rush as the band's
biggest influence. He claims
The Exports is something different from other bands.
"What makes our band
(unique) is that we're not set
on a certain style," Taylor said.
Originally a five-member
band called Prism, they
changed their name because
too many people thought they
were a Christian rock band of
the same name. After high
school, the singer and keyboardist left the band and
Taylor took over on vocals and
keys.
With their line up finalized,
they wrote songs and played
around the Chicago area. The
Exports arrived at the words
"alternative edged" sound
from wanting to please all
kinds of crowds.

Eastern 's student body president
said he would not be opposed to
raising student fees by $5 or $10 to
compensate for what Rec Center
Director David Outler calls "a real
emergency" in the center's budget,
but warned that cbe center may be
forced to tack on an entry fee to its
intramural programs.
Student Senate members have
suggested several possible solutions to the Rec Center's budget
problems, such as increasing the
$55 fee students pay for the Rec
Center each semester, charging a
fee for intramural teams and cutting back less popular Apportionment Board-funded programs. Senate members have also
suggested that Outler learn to work
within his budget.
"I agree with cbe fact that student payroll has been made a top
priority," Student Body President
Brian Riordan said. " Bur Outler
and the Rec Center needs to start
working within its planned budget
If cbe AB keeps giving them (additional allocations) every time, the
AB's reserve will quickly be
depleted."
The Division of Recreational
Sports went into Tuesday's AB
meeting claiming it could not meet
its student payroll unless it received an additional allocation of
$23,585. The AB's allocation to
the Rec Center is currently
$91,560.
Outler requested $23,585 in
additional allocation requests from
the AB last Tuesday. Of this,
$17,000 was requested to meet student payroll for 225 to 250
employees at the Student

Recreation Center.
The AB funds all adrutional allocation requests from its reserve.
Before Tuesday's AB meeting, cbe
reserve stood at $124,86 l.
Outler has described his allocation request as a "real emergency"
and has said that if he does not
receive additional funds, student
employment at the Rec Center may
be in jeopardy.
Of the AB 's $300,000 regular
annual budget, cbe Rec Center gets
is allocated approximately onethird.
Riordan said raising the $55 fee
students pay for the Rec Center

would provide more funds. He said
he believes the fee will be raised to
$60 in the near future.
"As long as the fee doesn't
exceed $60, I can agree wicb raising it," Riordan said.
Both Riordan and Student Senate member John Kohl agreed
much of the Rec Center's expenses
can be traced to the intramural
sports program. Kohl suggested
that Dulter cut back some of the
intramural programs.
"The Rec Center is quickly
becoming the intramural center,"
Kohl said. "With all of the state
cutbacks, the Rec Center is going

to have to take its cuts so
and intramurals would be a
to start."

Although Riordan did not
with cutting intramural sptJ!fi
said be feels the intramural
gram should pay its fair share.
"I would agree with an ·
ral team fee of $5 or $ l0." ·
said. "A lot of the emplo
cbe Rec Center is made up d
cials for cbe intramural b
games."
Riordan said be believes
intramural team fee is a good
because it would charge the
who use the Rec Center the

1,2
Price Haircut
for first time clients
with this coupon

Happy Birthday
Guess Who '.s 21 !
Love Mom &. Dad

Newman
Catholic
Center

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9-8
expires 2/18
Fri.-Sat. 9-5
Redken-Paul Mltchell•Rusk

Coine
and
Celebrate
Mass

Cultural mversity Committee Presents:

ONE NATION. MANY VOICES

with

Bishop Daniel Ryan
Sunday Feb. 14, 1993
Coleman Auditorium
11 :00 a.m. Mass
LUNCHEON following
at the Newman Center
NO 4:30 p.m. Mass

Dr. Henry Louis Gates
Wednesday, February 17
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New restaurant
offers a variety
By BRIAN HALL
Staff writer

JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer

King, a junior zoology/chemistry major, gives her back a workout at the weight training room in
Tuesday. Assisting King is Dr. Kevin I.Asley.

orkshop hopes to ease
nxietv. about computers
workshop designed to assist
experiencing anxieties about
· g with computers will be
at 7 p.m. Wednesday in Room
Lumpkin Hall.
puter expert Karen Nantz
be the key speaker at "ComAnxiety;• sponsored by the
m Counseling Center. The
is open to the public.
is is a hands-on program
at helping people who have
lty using computers," said
Lenihan, director of the outprogram. "As a part of the
op, people will be encourto use the computers and

''
''

This is a hands-on program aimed at helping
people who have difficulty using computers.

available software.
"Overall, the goal of this workshop is to reduce anxiety about
using computers. Anxiety can
develop easily in a person if they
have not used a computer before or
never attended computer classes
while in school," Lenihan said
This is the second time the

Genie Lenihan

Eastern Counseling Center has held
a workshop dealing with computer
anxiety. The previous workshop
was held almost two years ago,
Lenihan said.
"Tbe first workshop we held
went very well," she said. "There
was a large turnout for the (last)
workshop."

A new alternative in on-campus dining is now open open for
business, aiming to serve students
hungry for variety in their lunchtime meal.
The Balcony, located in the
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, serves
a number of items including
soups, appetizers, salads, deli
sandwiches, lite lunches. hot
sandwiches and drinks.
In addition to these menu
items. daily specials will also be
offered.
Open from JI a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday. The
Balcony is run with the idea of
giving students an alternative to
the regular residence hall food
service, said Mike Steiskal, director of union and dining catering.
What separates the Balcony
from other restaurants on campus
is that rather than waiting on
yourself, you are waited on.
"Both McDonald's and Rathskeller are self-serve, this restaurant is waitress served and offers

a larger variety of food." Steiskal
said. "You could feel comfortable
bringing clients, faculty members.
or a date here." Steiskal said.
Walk-ins are welcome, but for
larger groups of people, Steiskal
recommends making reservations
in advance.
Steiskal said that because the
restaurant offers a waiting service, people can enjoy their meal
and get work done at the same
time.
The price range 1s still competitive with the other restaurants on
campus. Steiskal said, adding that
the meals can range from $ l.75 to
$4.
If the restaurant catches on and
becomes popular, it may eventually open for dinner also, he said.
The Balcony officially opened
Feb. I, with a week of reservation-only dining. This week, it
opened for all students and the
general public.
"I believe the students wanted
something like this, and that is
why we opened," Stieskal said.
"We are here to serve the students."

Race dicussion to be
held in Taylor Hall
By ADAM McHUGH
Staff writer

A panel discussion on racial
experiences will begin this week's
events for Black History Month,
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
in the Taylor Hall lobby.
"Being Black in America" is an
anempt to get different perspectives
of racial encounters and strides
made by African-Americans
through history, said Dwayne
Smith , adviser of Taylor Hall
Council.
"We are going to discuss the
advancements made by blacks
through the years," Smith said.
"Our panel will also give personal
experiences of racism in cities,
small towns and school systems,"
he added.
The panel discussion is the second of three activities scheduled

this week for Eastern's celebration
of Black History Month.
Kevin Evans, former Black
Student Union president and panelist Wednesday, said, "We hope to
educate others, giving people an
idea of what it's like robe a black
in America.
"Hopefully people will ask a lot
of questions to get a bener angle on
the idea of life as a black," Evans
added.
The panel discussion is just one
of the activities slated for Black
History Month. Smith said that last
week's game show, "Challenge of
Champions," was a success, although he had hoped for a better
turnout.
Evans said, 'The attendance for
the game show was kind of a disappointment, but I expect quite a few
people will come to the discussion."

•

ED'S

University
Theatre

~

presents

TONIGHTi

TH£ BOYS IN

COUNTRY
DANCE NIGHT
w/ D.J. - GOOB
11

THI BAND

11

50¢

Old Style

$2.50

WEDNESDAY
Grilled T-loin
Basket

8 p.m. Feb 11 -13
Feb 17 - 20
2 p.m. Feb 21

$3.75

on the mainstage

60 oz. Pitcher

Old Style

(lndudes chips &. pickJe spear)

$1 Bud, Bud Light,
$1 Mixers

Lelnenkugel

No Cover

Drafts 50(

Must be 19 to Enter

All Day
Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Sat. t 1 a.m-9p.m.

II]

Bar Hours
1ta.m. - ta.m.

iz

Doudna Fine
Arts Center
Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (217) 581-3110
for Reservations
from 1-5 Mon. - Fri.

•

Tbe Men qfDelta Chi
Proudly Present their Spring '93
Pledge Class

,.,,

~

Zach Albarran
Gary Belt
Jeff Beredt
Bryan Estes
Mike Garlando
Curt Herrin ·
Brad Juchens
Tim King

Ron Kozinski
Ray Letke
Eric Rockholm
Collin Smith
Andre Steiner
Justus URperman
Lee Van Guilder
Phil Vendredi
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'Naked Guy' triumphs on camp
Editors can sometimes be excellent sources for column Ideas. For
Instance. one turned to me the
other day.
"Don ' t write about Clinton
again," she said. I panicked. My
columns bashing Bill Clinton are
my my purpose for living, my
muse, my Inspiration and also an
excellent source of dietary fiber.
However, when editors, mom or
God speaks, you'd better listen. I
checked out a couple of news-
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Liquor licenses,
is there really any
criteria to follow?

David M.
Putney

magazines looking for something - - - - - - •
to stir up a near-fatal case of righteous indignation - sans
Ointon - before deadline. That's when I came across the
"Naked Guy."
As you may recall. I addressed the cause of the
University of California at Berkeley student and resident
Naked Guy. Andrew Martinez, last semester. I said, his
cause, noble as It may be, Is a little ridiculous compared
to many of the world's problems, like - to name but one
- underdothed poor people freezing to death.
As a side note, In that story I mentioned such a cause
was unlikely to catch on In January In Charleston. I was
wrong.
Ac.cording to a reliable source, three drunken Eastern
students decided to go jogging across campus in the
buff one warm night last month. Sensing a Kodak
moment, the source called a photographer friend who
waited In the bushes, firing away.
I'm frightened to think how many people have seen
the pictures.
Apparently, like the three Eastern students. the Naked
Guy has fallen on tough times after being in the media
spotlight.
When he first decided to start walking around naked
_last September, he became an Instant celebrity. Drawing

As the Charleston City Council prepares to
hear three requests for liquor license changes
next Tuesday, we're left wondering what criteria commissioners will use to evaluate local taverns and restaurants who would like new or different licenses.
After agreeing that the more than 20-yearold liquor ordinances governing city liquor
licenses may be outdated, the city council
decided it would hear three requests license
changes. Commissioners rejected two of the
three requests last month, but have now said
they will judge the applications on their own
merits.
Stix Billlard Bar and
Restaurant, 1412 Fourth st..
_ ....._.............. and Joker's, 142 t Fourth
St., have both asked the
city council for different licenses. Joker's would
like to sell packaged alcohol and hard liquor
under a Class A license. Stix has requested a
restaurant license in anticipation of expanding
its building and What Cool<ln' restaurant has
also asked for a restaurant license.
Charleston tavern owners currently hold 12
Gass A licenses, the maximum allowed by Jaw.
Restaurant owners hold seven of nine allowable
restaurant or Class C license.
Commissioners are correct in their decision
to re-examine the laws surrounding liquor
licenses, but, since they are unlikely to grant all
the requests, they will be asked to justify their
votes. What factors will figure into that decision?
The restaurant licenses don't require much
consideration, they should be routine
approvals. The tavern license for Joker's, however, raises more questions. One possible bit of
criteria used In the decision should be Joker's
I am one of the few registered
proximity to campus and the student-age Republicans who voted for Ointon
crowd it attracts.
this past election. I feel now that I
In light of the compliance checks the havemadeagraveerror.
Charleston police have conducted recently, it is
If both the maforlty party In
Congress and the Executive office
dear the city is attempting to keep 18-year-olds belonged to the same political
out of local taverns. joker's has turned away the party. things would get done. rt
police informant In the most recent checks, but would be nice If the Republicans
does cater to predominantly college customers. had the majority In Congress, then
No other local taverns with mostly student Bush as president would have had
patrons hold package liquor licenses. The News purpose.
Teresa
hopes the license situation stays that way.
The Democrat Party has had the lobnson
Certainly students legal age have sufficient majority In Congress for a number
.
retailers to purchase packaged alcohol. And of years, along with Republicans controlling the
- ·
. --•·, "l1P city block away from camExecutive office solid, beginning In 1980.
~~::ir::'°"-Cn"oe$imp6on \/er""""'"" - __ .._ .... " . ~..... _As someone who Is fascinated by the political process,

on his notoriety, he staged a "nude In" with
nudist groups to protest this oppressive society
him to wear dothes.
After the protest - which was well attended
local and national media for solid journalistic r
doubt - the university banned public nudity.
The Naked Guy, aware of his rights as an
turned the issue into one of free speech.
when society forces him to conform to social
was depriving him of his free speech rights.
I wonder what he Is trying to say? Perhaps.
exhibitionist."
The university hummed and hawed around for
weeks but never really made a solid comml
enforce Its own law, probably because Berkeley
breathes political correctness. As home of
Speech movement, Berkeley would most
bad If It trampled on a free speecher as obvl
catecl to his cause as the Naked Guy.
That Is until some women complained that the
Guy's behavior constituted sexual harassment.
a polltkally correct university to do?
If the university decided to ban the Naked
would be taking away his rights. But, if they
the Naked Guy. they would be taking away a
women's rights.
Then again, how could walking around naked,
the Naked Guy says Is one of his basic human
late the basic human rights of others? Or could It
women have a basic human right not to look at
men, which would violate the Naked Guy's basic
right to be a naked man. It's all basically very
Anyway, last week the naked guy got the boat
Berkeley. Hopefully he will also get a pair of pants
shirt, too.
- David M. Putney is administration editor and a
c:olumnlst fbrThe Dally Eastern News.
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-yone has a right to do their Job If they are well

.__--------------------~d no matter what their lifestyle or skln color.

I cannot comprehend why people cannot get
and accept people's differences for what they are.
because someone comes from Bogota does not
they are poor.
Clinton should attack Issues such as the econ
healthcare and unemployment.
His recent action on the Issue of abortion repulses
People on the other side of the abortion issue pr
applaud Clinton's action on the Issue.
I do not judge other people for their actions, good
bad. Therefore, I would not hold anything against
If they were to get an abortion. The act is murder,
and simple.
By lifting the gag rule on abortion, Clinton said
counseling Is required at federally funded abortion di
which made It easier to get an abortion. He also permit·
tee! the testing of fetal tissue.
Life Is a beautiful thing. I'm sure you are glad to be
around and not piled on top of another fetus In a garbage
can. If you are feeling Ill, how do you thlnk I !'eel?
I applaud him for the family leave bill. Thanks so much.
Bill.
President Olnton are you hen pecked? Does your wife
tell you to appoint more women to cabinet positions
even lf they cause controversy?
Yes, President Clinton you have no experience In
national affairs. A word of advice, listen to Congress for a
while.
- Teresa Johnson Is activities editor and a guest columnist fbrThe Dally Eastern News.

tal apathy could hurt students

one book and it cost my about $60. I spent

How much would you expect to get back on your
books at Illinois State? The average text was bought back
for about one-third of its value, unless It was not being
used In the next semester or it was paperback. If you
sold back your paperback text you were lucky If you got
any money.
But let's suppose you are taking one of Illinois State's
many classes which are only offered on alternate
semesters. The bookstore seldom bought these books
back.
And what about workbooks? You can buy them for
about $15, but you can not sell them back.
Consequently, you were usually forced Into buying
new books Instead of used ones. New books on the average run between $30 and $50 more than used ones. A
typical new text with a hard cover of about 1,000 pages
would easily cost $80-$100.
Am I trying to tell you how good It is to have a book
rental system? Nol I am hying to tell this student body to
get of their chairs and do something. Make some noise!
Only Eastern and Southern Illinois at Edwardsville have
rental systems. If this student body doesn't do something
to show they want the rental system, It will be eliminated.
Why do you think only two of the dozens of colleges
and universities In Illinois have a rental system?

between $60-$260 on books each semester
stay at Illinois State.
end of Illinois State's semester, unless you kept
sold your books back.

- Mlfcolm McC.allum is a graduate student in environmental biology and a guest columnist for The Daily
Eastern News.

t 10,000 students

are

this week as perhaps
most valuable assets at
being lead to the chopar any screaming or

Do they even know the
of what Is about to

Malcolm
McCall um
ts at Eastern obvloushow good they have It.
new graduate students taking four dasses. In
dasses I have been assigned a total of six
six books cost me around $60. I do, of
to return them at the end of the semester.
me look at my last semester at Illinois State. I
dasses and my books cost me about $60. Now
look at this and jump to conclusions. I need to
three dasses. I only had one text.
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rturn

en 'leading

demoralize It. Have a little consideration for the athletes and their
feelings.

nchwarmer'
s a purpose Worker fuming

ShArnA Mdw.n

editor:
writing In response to a
t made by staff writer Don
In his artlde from the Feb.
, ·Panther's need a wake up

the most part, what he said
players needing to be more
ble for their actions Is true.
, what I am Infuriated by Is
rence to Walter Graham as
·the Panther's leading bench"
r Walter starts or not. he
an equally Important role on
team. He goes to practice
day. lifts weights and attends
functions Just like every other
member.
I don't think you realize, Mr.
• just how much time East's athletes put Into their sport.
you should think about that
you cut someone else down
use they don't see as much
time as Derrick Landrus or

West.

over obnoxious
food patrons
Dear editor:
I work at a local fast food restaurant. Being the only 24-hour restaurant, we get a lot of drunks that
come In after the bars close.
Serving the customers Is no problem, that Is what I was hired to do.
However, there are many students that are unnecessarily rude
and nasty. Also. many of the students leave their trash right on the
table, on the floor, and on the
counters (by the registers and by
the condiment pumps).
One of my co-workers was told
one weekend that picking up left
over trash and dealing with nasty
people was "why you work at
Hardees."
Well, to that customer - and you
know who you are - we work at
Hardees to help pay the bills, not
because we are incompetent.
Another customer, who came
through the drive thru, got angry
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AIDS hypothesis
leaves several
myths available

Several days ago. I viewed a
curious poster that epitomized the
current AIDS rhetoric.
Below the phrase NPutting on a
condom Is just as simple." sits a
man putting on a sock. At this
point In time - in our environment
of manufactured hysteria - it seems
many people's reaction to the
question about AIDS involves '---'__...,
putting on a condom.
E Mn
However, AIDS is not just about Dylan t
condoms; It's about a few simplis- Collins
tic hypotheses that have grown to - - - - - be the fatalistic teachings of our generation.
Furthermore. upon removing oneself from conventional mythology, It becomes dear that It Is not as much
what we know about AlDS, as what we don't know that
makes us truly frightening.
the linchpin of the current AIDS mythology is the
notion that the HIV virus is the lone cause of AIDS. A test
to definitely Identify the presence of the HIV virus is costly and arduous - a person can only usually be tested for
the presence of HIV antibodies.
SPIN magazine, in one of its cuttlng--edge reports on
AIDS, states that "Generally, when the body produces
antibodies, that means it has neutralized the infection."
Eminent retrovlrologist Peter Duesberg echoed this
previous viewpoint In a Newsweek story, saying "What
you are seeing (in the detected antibodies) is the soldiers
carrying the dead from the battlefield. It's already over."
Furthermore, AIDS is difficult to locate even In patients
with progressed cases of AIDS.
Undoubtedly. we will see a great deal more Instances
of people who exhibit symptoms of AIDS but have no
and threw some money through
HIV - an occurrence first noted at last year's conferenc.e
the window at the employee.
on AIDS In Amsterdam.
Every time we have a bar rush,
An equally oppressive element to the current AIDS
mythology Is the depiction that we are Indeed on the
the lobby Is always trashed and so
Is the bathroom. Many students verge of an AIDS epidemic. For the most part, AIDS Is
will not throw away so much as the
not affecting a broad spectrum of the American population. Rather, It has narrowed Its scope of Infection to indiwrappers from their straws. And
viduals with definite immune-suppressing factors.
don't ask them to throw their trash
Hemophiliacs' systems are often hindered by drugs
away or you wlll have to deal with
taken to dot their blood, and homosexuals and IV drug
their attitudes.
users often engage in unsafe practices hastening a myriI can recall an Incident when I
ad of Infections from gonorrhea to hepatitis, which erode
asked this guy to dump his tray. He
their systems further.
said to me, "Isn't that what you get
Despite the overblown media circus accompanying
paid for?"
many of the AIDS cases. the heterosexual community is
The answer Is no - I do not get
not gaining in Its number of cases because AIDS is
paid to pick up after you and
passed from men to women than vice versa. Since 1981,
nobody else. And I do not expect
New York has had only I t documented cases of femalepeople to pick up after me.
to-male transmission of HIV, while Germany reports four
I do not understand what the big
supposed transmissions.
deal is about picking up your tray
Anally, the most disturbing among this mythology is
when you are done and putting
the
single-minded hype touting the drug Arr as a reayour trash In the garbage. You do it
sonable remedy for AIDS. Nothing could be further from
at home, don't you? Or do you?
the truth. Arr Is extremely toxic even at low doses, it's
All I am asking Is that you treat
out
of a feasible price range and the joumal of Medidne
me with some respect. The same
study
found that - even though Arr delayed developrespect that you expect me to give
ment
of
AIDS - It did little to extend people's lives.
you as a customer. And not just
Indeed,
upon looklng below the surface of these and
me, but all of my co-workers as
other
current
tenants of the AIDS hypothesis, It becomes
well.
apparent
that
although we don't know much of the truth
Lastly. dean up after yourselves.
about. we can Identify some of the falsehoods surroundYou are not babies. Furthermore,
ing It.
you wouldn't leave a mess at your
parents homes and - even If you
- Dylan £than Collins is c:.artoonlst for Mone in the
would - please don't do It at
Oven- in the Verge and a guest c.olumnlst for The Daily
Hardees.
Eastern News.
Deneeck Rivers
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Sears posts $3.9 billion loss in 1992
CHICAGO (AP)
Sears.
Roebuck and Co.• gushing red ink
from its retailing and insurance
businesses. said Tuesday it lost
$3.9 billion last year, the fourthlargest loss ever for a U.S. company.
Chairman Edward Brennan
called 1992 Sears' toughest year
but said the company had turned
the corner with previously
announced plans to reduce holdings, kill its catalog and close 113
stores.
"It was a pivotal year," Brennan
said in a statement. "We embarked
upon a new corporate strategy that
focuses on our core businesses of
retail and insurance as we divest
some of our financial services
units."
Retailing analysts said the deep

cuts ordered last month by Sears
Merchandise Group chief Arthur
Martinez were encouraging, but
the company must further reduce
costs and increase merchandise
sales, which rose just 1.7 percent
last year to $28.8 billion.
"With all due respect to Mr.
Brennan, I think that every year for
the past 12 or 14 years he has said
it ·s a pivotal year.·· said Kurt
Barnard, a consultant and president
of the New York-based Barnard's
Retail Marketing Report newsletter.
Joseph Ronning of Brown
Brothers Harriman Inc. said Sears
needs to announce additional cost
cuts Thursday at an analysts meeting an New York.
Sears has eliminated more than
48,000 jobs in its retailing division

t-

In midday trading on the New
York Stock Exchange, Sears was
off 12 If}. cents a share at $49.37

~

~

since 1990 to try to regain market
share and ensure the unit's prof·
itability.
Analysts said Martinez. a former
Saks Fifth Avenue executive hired
in August to oversee the merchandise group, appears willing to sacrifice sacred cows such as the catalog to save the company.
"What you 're seeing is a finn
commitment on the part of the
company to revitalize what has
been a laggard retailer," Ronning
said.

If}..
The company's 1992 loss of
$3.93 billion. or $10.72 a share.
ranked only below IBM's 1992
loss of $4.97 bi ll ion, General
Motors' 1991 loss of $4.45 billion
and Texaco ·s 1987 loss of $4.41
billion.
In 1991. Sears earned $1.3 billion, or $3.71 per share.
Total revenues. including those
from the Dean Witter brokerage
and Coldwell Banker real estate
businesses Sears ts divesting, rose
3.2 percent in 1992 to $59.1 billion
from $57.2 billion.
For the fourth quarter. Sears lost
$1.8 billion, or $4.84 a share, on
revenue of $16.8 billion.
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President cuts White House staff, pay
• Salary reductions of 6 percent to 9 percent
for senior officials, compared with what their
predecessors were paid.
• Cuts in White House subscriptions to newspapers and magazines.
O inton 's announcement was part of the process of preparing Americans to dig deeper into
their pockets for higher taxes to shrink the huge
federal deficit and pay for highway and bridge
construction and other projects. Another
warmup step will be a televised town meeting
Wednesday in Detroit
The president will announce his program Feb.
17 in an address to Congress.
The slimmed-down White House staff will
total 1,044, when fully effective on Oct 1. White
House chief of staff Thomas Mel.arty said the
cuts would save $10 million. Sixty years ago,
when Franklin D. Roosevelt was inaugurated,
the White has had fewer than 50 staffers.
On Wednesday. Clinton is to announce steps

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton
ordered cuts in the White House staff, salaries
and privileges Tuesday, saying he could not ask
Americans to make economic sacrifices unless
government shares the pain.
"The government must do more and make do
with less," Clinton said. announcing a reduction
of 350 full-time and part-time workers and
employees borrowed from other agencies. Most
of the cuts will be achieved without layoffs.
Other steps announced by Clinton:
• Restricts the home-to-work use of chauffeurdriven limousines to three officials: the chief of
staff, national security adviser and his deputy.
Six people were eligible for door-to-door limo
service under President Bush.
• Transformation of the White House mess,
traditionally reserved for senior officials, to a
cafeteria open to all employees. As before,
staffers will be billed for their meals at the facility.
-

A

--

to reduce the size of the entire government. He
has promised to cut 100.000 federal jobs through
attrition and require federal agencies to trim
administrative costs three percent across-the
board.
Republicans dismissed Clinton's moves as a
symbolic gesture and said the real test will be
whether the White House budget and staff grow
overtime.
"The real promise the American people want
President Clinton to keep is slashing in half the
federal deficit in the next four years," said
Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole.
Clinton said the staff cuts fulfilled his promise
for a 25 percent reduction. However, he attained
the 25 percent figure by exempting 800 employee~ in the budget and trade offices, and by ignoring hundreds of military support personnel
detailed to the White House. Had he included
them, he would have had to cut many more people.

~

Got a Group? Get the Scoop!

YOUNGSTOWN
fS2f

Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses for 3 & 4
People

rY2f Fully Furnished
rY2f Dishwashers
rY2f Garbage Disposals
rY2f Basic Cable Paid
rY2f Central Air

Let Sherlock "Homes" Show
You The Way!
CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET

345-2363
SEND YOUR LOVE DUS WllK

3.5,, 3.99
Kelley Bell
Nikki Bridell
Kathy Butler
Jessica Clark
Jenny Meder
Shannon Moses

YOU SEND
ME BOUQUET

$28.50

((tJ

VALENTINE
ARRANGEMENTS
STARTING AS
LOW AS
$15.00

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
503 JEFFERSON
N. OF POST OFFICE

345-7007
a£

*FREE DELIVERY TODAY*

We Wiii Be Open Sunday Feb. 14th •

Laurie Anderson
Stefanie Andrews
Sarah Baum
J ennifer Bonnell
Heather Buck
Sh awn Buc kley
Sarah Constance
Amy Cusimano
Jenny Daniel
Kim Danielwicz
Lauren McLaughlin

Holly Munter
Tara Pfershy
J enny Phillips
Heidi Sulkko
Frances Green
Bobbi Reece
J.1.0 • .J.4~
Laura Dill
Meg Fields
Kari Gadd
Kristen Humke
Lisa Kursell
Karen Lambke
Lorrie Lorenc
Jennifer Meyers
Holly Points
Amy Rappaport
Nique Rosenburgh
Cortney Partyka

Mindy Sexton
MeganTargonski
Jennifer Watson
Bridget Bierle
Sharon Bone
Bridgett Calho un
Kerry Harris
Alicia Holliday
Tammy Howard
Melissa Kern
Nicole Lee
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ch regulate euthanasia
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euthanasia guideon Tuesday after
ping the widely
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strict guidelines for
romise was an atate right-to-lifers
pealing the ban on
tirely, while giving
10 physicians perthousands of mercy
ved to occur every

·a is still punishable
years in prison.
ch view euthanasia
y humane practice,
've religious groups
e nation is losing
an life. Euthanasia
wwed to press for full
house of parliament
to append guidelines
ia to the 1955 Disthe Dead Act. The

iation.
tion must still be
by the par liament's
later th.is year and
crown seal. Both are
fonnalities.
idelines specify that
can be applied only to

a patient suffering a "perpetual,
unbearable and hopeless" condition who requests it repeatedly
and whHe lucid. The patient need
not be terminally ill.
A second medical opinion must
be obtained.
The physician must document
the entire decision-making process - including why euthanasia
was chosen and how it was carried out - and submit it to the district coroner's office after the
death. If there is no evidence of
malpractice, a prosecutor will not
take further action.
The vote reaffirms the Dutch
policy as the most liberal of any
country in Europe and among the
most liberal in the world, according to Petra Brockmoeller, spokeswoman for the Dutch Society
for Voluntary Euthanasia.
In Japan, in 1962, a court ruling on a mercy killing by a
patient's son set a precedent similar to, but not as extensive as the
Dutch guidelines. The court ruled
euthanasia permissible if patients
were terminally ill and in pain,
with death imminent. They also
must be alert and give consent,
the court in Nagoya ruled.
In recent years, several doctors
have appeared in court on
manslaughter charges in connection with euthanasia assistance.
However, the last to be convicted was in 1974.
Since then euthanasia has been
the nation's stickiest medical
ethics issue.
The removal of life-support

systems in cases considered futile
is an accepted practice in the
Netherlands and is not part of the
current debate.
Official acceptance of euthanasia beyond those cases first
seemed possible in 1990, when a
government commission found
that each year some 2,300 people
die by euthanasia and 400 more
by physician-assisted suicide.
The study contradicted earlier
estimates of up to l 0,000 cases a
year and found that for every
euthanasia request that is granted,
three are refused.
Those findings were seen by
many as proof that Dutch doctors
are responsible and reticent in
advising euthanasia. Opinion
polls in recent years have consistently shown that at least threequarters of the Dutch population
favors an individual's right to die.
Fred den Boef of the Christian
Refonned Political Party warned
that the decision "will eventually
lead to a situation in which more
steps are taken, boundaries will
fade away and human life will
lose protection under the law."
B ut euthanasia supporters said
they would continue to demand
full legalization. They said
euthanasia will never be properly
controlled as long as it carries
even the slightest tinge of unlawfulness.
"Doctors are only willing to
register each and every case if it's
not a criminal act," said Marion
Rookhuizen, director of the
euthanasia society.

EAN ESKRA\b"'taff photographer

Watch your wheel
Senior Industrial technology major, Brian Stiff rides his bike down the
steps in front of Booth Library Tuesday afternoon

ivers wise up to small town's speed trap
YILLE !AP.) - Don't blame the
this tiny northern Illinofs comtimes. Blame all those drivers
up and no longer get caught in the
s speed trap.
are getting wise," said Trustee
Bruyne. chairman of the vrnage
Committee. "We're not gete we used to, and I just don't
to pay the bills."
the 2.5-mHe stretch of Illinois
120 bisecting the Lake County
·on 134, speed limit 40 mph -

was paved with fast, unsuspecting drivers
and, hence, With gold
Officials said Police Chief Joseph Policky
and his predecessors issued as many as 400
citations a month.
But word spread: Beware of Lhe brown
squad car parked in the blind spot just
beyond Fontana's Curve.
Business hasn't been the same since.
Last month. the chief was asked to cancel
his $400 annual subscriptions to law enforcement magazines. He was urged to save fuel
by turning off his cruiser's engine when he

stopped for more than a couple minutes.
He was stoic - until a rental firm threatened to repossess the station's furniture.
'"As far as I'm concerned, that furniture is
ours," be said. 'They're going to have to go
through me to get it"
Although DeBruyne characterized
Hainesville as a speed trap, Policky said he's
just doing his job.
"'We're going to keep it up," he said.
For years, police collected as much as
$140,000 annuaJJy in fines from motorists,
which amounts to about $1,050 per resident,

according to county records. Now,
Hainesville has a $1,100 monthly deficit
DeBruyne, a mayoral candidate, blames it
on a department that last year cost $162,000
to operate but brought in just $115,000 in
fines.
DeBruyne's opponent. four-term Mayor
George Benjamin, on Tuesday denied the
town runs a speed trap. He contends
DeBruyne's charges are politically motivated.
"We write tickets only for 11 miles per
hour or more over the limit If we can save
one life, I'll write 200 tickets."

,
---------~··········· r

der ¥our Valentine's ~
ay Balloon Bouquet :
Today!
~

Valentine's Day Delivery: ~
Feb. 11, 12, 13
~
Call: 581-3616 or stop by: ~
Univ. Union, Rm. 200 I==~
~

ALTERNATIVE
ROCK NITE
50( Drafts
s1.so Long Islands
s4.oo Vodka
Lemonade

Pitchers

(MEDIUM (14"))

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA...TO GO!
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

Plus Tax

$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza
Good 7 DayaJWeek with
Carry·OUt/Dellvery thru 3/14/93.
Additional toppings @

regular charge.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

__________
....
L
Charleston
90918th Street• 348-7515

Present this coupon when picking up order.

I
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I Sf.RVICES OFFERED I I

~ C.LASSIBED
'i\.ovERTISING
POLICY
The Odlly Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incor·
rect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 58 I -2812. A
corrected ad will appear in
the next edition.
Ail classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p . m .
de•dllne to appear In the
next days publication. Any
ads processed Amil 2 p.m.
will be published In the fol·
lowing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
Amil the 2 p.m. deadline.
Ciasslfled ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submlm:d
co The 0<11/y E<tstem News ls
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected. or can·
celed at any time.
The Ddlly Eastern News
assumes no liability If for any
reason it becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SUtvia.s Om.R.lD
TRAVll
TRAINING/Sotool..s

HW'WANTU>
WANTU>

AoomON
R1D£S/RID£a.s

RooMMAns
SuaUSSOllS

FOR RtHr
FOR SAU
LOST~ FOUND
ANNOUNClMfNTS

o!~;

FREE Battery and electrical test.
FREE installation. Battery
Spec1alrsts. 1519 Madison Avo.
Char1eston 345-VOLT.
__ca MWF/00
Fast and reasonable typing,
translation and FAX service. Call
Lynda, 581-2829
~~~~~~~~~~318

TRAvtl
SPRING BREAK '93. Best rates,
Best Trip. Groups and Individuals
welcome. Cail me for details
Todd 348-5538. Leave Message
~~~--~-~~2128

SPRING BREAK '93 with COL·
LEGE TOURS. CANCUN $429.
Air, Hotel, Parties, Nightly
Entertainment! For more informa·
tion and reservations call: Louie

J

HELP WANTW

_ s_ue_LESSOR
------'-.......s.........___,

PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA Opening
soon in Charleston . IL. Now
stalling approx. 25 positions
including management trainees,
Inside personnel and dnvers.
Applications may be picked up at
426 W. Lincoln Ave. INterviews
will begin on 2-8-93. More infor·
mation please call 348·8282
between 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. ONLY
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 2111
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT; Make money teaching
basic cor.versational Engltsh
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make
$2.000-$4,000+ per month. Many
provide room & board + other
benefits! No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For
International Employment pro·
gram, call the International
Employment Group: (208} 632·
1146 ext. J5738

MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
ASAP $150/MO. NEGOTIABLE,
SHARE
UTILITIES.
345·

96901348-1234
2110

Reserve your summer or fall
housing now! Two houses across
from Old Main on Lincoln. One
house for 5 and one house for 4.
Call 345-5739 alter February 1.
Ask for Martha
_ _ _ _ca1/26.27,212.3,9.10

(800) 395-4896

_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 2117

Hur WANTED

r~--------~-

1'.__.. _AooPTl
_~O_
N ____,

............................ -............~.......--~
BIRCH TRAIL CAMP FOR
GIRLS-NW
WISCONSIN .
Counselors and instructors for
waterfront and land acliv1hesl
Wilderness lnp leaders, secre·
taries, nurses, food service per·
sonnel also needed. Mid-June
through Mid·August. Excellent
salaries, free room and board,
transportation allowance. On·
campus interviews. Contact Mary
Scanlan at (414) 962-2548; 5146
N . Woodburn, Milwaukee, WI
53217.
_ _ _ _ca1/27,29, 2/3,5,10
Delivery drivers. Apply in person
at Joey's in University Village
before 11 a.m. and after 2 p.m.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ 2111
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home. Ail materials provided.
Send SASE to National
Distributors P 0. Box 9643 ,
Springfield,
MO
65801 .
Immediate response.
..,........,---,-- --:----:--2110
Ask about Avon's earning oppor·
tunlty. No door-to-door. Call Judy
345-6834 or Susan 345-9298.
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 2119

ADOPTION : Young, caring COU·
pie, married 1O years and still
best friends, will give your baby
endless love. a lulH1me Mom,
devoted Dad, happy adopted
sister and a secure future. We'll
help you any way we can. Call
Patrick and Ricki collect 708·
506-9315.
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ 2117

ROOMMATES
Now. 1 female wanted to share
large house. $150/month. 1520
9th St. 348-5169

______5f7

Summer subleGsors. 2·3 female9,
2 bedrooms, close to campus.
Cheap rent. 345-9635.
_ _ _ _ _ ca2/9-11, 16-18

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

0

Yes

0

No

!:>ates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:
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27 Apple-blossom

1 Po litical group
sBrace
Oueen o'
the - 12 M1m1c Little
t3 Wild -rose time
15 Pay dirt
18 Middle East
potentate
n High-p itched
tone
11 Shavetails' mil.
schoo l
••Opus of 54
Across
22 DiMaggio' s
news-making
1941 feat
nBrooch
24 Temerarious

time
31 Dens
H Facilitate
37 Add ict
:.elncito
• Belled the cat
«> Spare
41 Pumpkin time
42 Cousin of a via
43Nag
44 liq uids
41Whine
•Vineyard: Fr.
• ·cheerful Little
- . " 1930
song
54 Priest who
composed 19
Across

•••
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Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ __ _ _
no. words/days
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OCash
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OCheck
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Lantz.

UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have Church Service
14 al 2 p m. in FAM 013
MBA ASSOCIATION WILL have a Information
Wednesday at 7 p.m. LH 021 New and old members
aged to attend
SHEA FIRST FASHION meeting will be Wednesday
in room 210 Everyone is welcome.
GREEK WEEK COLLEGIATE Bowl meeting will be
8 p.m. in the Green-up room .
GREEK WEEK ELECTIONS meeting will be Wedn
in the Kansas room.
GREEK WEEK UNITY meeting will be Wednesday at
the Shelbyville room.

')

Classified Ad Form

PRSSA'S BACKWARDS BOWL will be held W
in the Union Bowling Lanes. Come and have fun
prizes. Please bring money for shoes and lanes Al
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate M
at 9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel. For rides call
HAITI CONNECTION Wi l l have a presentalt
Keeping the Dream Alive. In the Oakland room ol
p.m.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass
a.m. at Coleman Auditorium with Bishop Dan Ryant
Mass. A luncheon will be at the Newman Center. All
IAEA STUDENT CHAPTERwill have a meeting W
6·7 p.m. in FAA room 302.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a weekly
the Counseling Center. Gay & Lesbian group meela
Bud Sanders (581·3413) at the Counseling Center
PRE· LAW CLUB will have a meeting Wednesday
Coleman Hall 232. New members welcome.
AHS WILL HAVE a meeting Wednesday at 7 p.m
Lecture Hail. Movie afterward : The First of the
Sen es.
MON EY·MAKING COMMITTEE for Grook Week
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Neoga room.
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANI ZATIO N will have
Mondays at 7 p.m. in the Taylor Hall lobby. For more
2306.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have movie night
the Afro-American Cultural Center at 8 p.m. Everyone
EPSILON SIGMA AL PH Awill have a bus1nes
Wednesday at 5:30 p m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
your checkbooks for Parent weekend t-sh1rts.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ASSOCIATION will
McDermond from the Cotes County Court, Regi
Commission speak at 3:30 p.m. in Coleman 226
about his job and opportunities in his field .
EIU RUGBY CLUB will have practice in McAfee gym
from 8·10 p.m. Important Items to be discussed
Questions call Pat at 581·6883 or Mark at 345·9287.
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA will have a meeting Wed
p.m. in Blalr Hall 300. Warren Kistner from the Pia
will be speaking. All members encouraged to attend.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have Bible Study W

p.m

1 female roommate wanted-Fall,
Spring and/or Summer to live In 2
bedroom apt. Good location. 581·
3665
----~----2110

Eastern News

CAM PUS C LI

.__I

Check number _ _ __

HBaron
Munchausen
whopper
eoHo llytime
81 Shade of green
uEpmicion
e.:tT.V.A . d am
M Verily
UB1t
MElement in
vacuum tubes
17 Towel word

DOWN
t Nursery-school

scourges
2Airy
3 Autumnal hue
4Abrade
•Manx murmur
8Cityonthe
Skunk
1 Cordage fiber
1 Slipped bac k
• " -- River:
Andy Wllliams's
theme
to Azimuths
l Y .:I • 1t Truckler's
favorite word
ta German dive
bomber

28 Munich' s nver

u · ... - -the

29 Granular snow

stage with
tears•: Hamlet
47Milldams
IO Punjabi p rince
a1 Sweetheart
s2Cow's
mammary
organ

IO Flourished

at Sail into the
wmd
Ulnlandsea
a3 Aleut 's abode

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

a.. Survivor
•Withered
•

U.S.S.R. crisis:
1991

43 Pole or Czech

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-10 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE·13

Fox.a, 55

DISC-9

WEIU-29 51

inside EditlOll
Murphy Brown

News
Entmt Tontglll

News
Malried .. .

College BasMtbal
Boslon College at

Quantum Leap

De6ign111g Women
Jeffersons

MacNe1I, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mystenes

NightCoort
Cheers

Wonderol
Weslem Australia

Readlno Rainbow
Club COnnect

Unsolved
My$180e$

College BasMtbal

Home Improvement

Ml31111

Ooo9ie Howser

Murdef, She
Wro!e

Movie:

Scientific American

LAL.aw

Defta Forte I

FIOl1llelS

Beverly Hil,
90210

OiscoYelies
Undelwater

Liltta House

MdiganSt

Movie Bitter
Harvest

Me!rolSe Place

Vhngs

Bonanu

Time Trax

Beyood2000

News
V1olenoelWomen

Homcide
Lie on Ille Str9et

al llinois

Lew& Order

'8Hours

Home~

Oprati Wirdrey

W3UFOteSl
al Florida Slate

Movie
Fade 10 Bladl

Ba!room
Dancing

News
Oanzanle

News
Tonlgll!

News
M'A'S'H

News
lcMl Connection

SponsCenter

MaeGyvet'

NghtCourt
Rellegad4I

Being Sefved?
Mo.ie

Thirtysomcthing

CheefS

OiscoYenes
oijpidefW!1!9p
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ASSIFIED ADVERTISING
t

foa RENT -•. ~r!I

Now leasing for fall : two-bedroom furnished apartments.
McArthur Manor Apartments
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231

~---------517

~---2119
block North of
St. 3 bedroom
Rent paid by
$135 per person.
security locked
n or Charlotte.
2113

517

-n-.-A""l...,.do--=R~o·ma
apartments for
Ut11it1es includlease. $325 for
1185 each for 2
Jan or Charlotte
Realty
517

~Hou,.,-.-se_s_a_v--,ai,,..lab
. le

1, 2 and 3 bedInfo. & appoint' M-F, 8:30-5,
2115
~...,.v""e,...,.A-=R• ...,.A.LSO
1, 2, 3, AND 4
APARTMENTS.
S AVAILABLE.
K RENTALS AT
!IE MESSAGE IF
OR CALL 348-

_____517
I year 3 and 4
s. Across from
40, 581-6927.
~:--:----'2115
hool year, 3
... 1718 10th. 2
Union. 348-0440,

~,---~_,,..2115
year, 7 bedroom
th of Lincoln, 2
Union. 345-4463,
,.,......____ _.2115
Townhouse, 1-5
udes 2 1/2 bath,
washer/dryer etc.

Share apt. with 1 other.
$180/mo., own room . 6 blocks
from campus. Includes utilities.
345-3630
2111
NEW: 2 bd furnished townhouses & 3 bd. apts. Close to campus on 1st. C/A, dishwashers,
disposals, super nice. 3455048,
3-6_
p.m.
_ __
_ _ _ _ _.2110
Super nice , clean , furnished
house. 3 bd. for 5 girls. Close to
Rec. Center. 345·5048, 3-6 p.m .
2110
T
~W
..,..,.,,,.
O___,B
,,..,E""'D
,,..,R
::-O
=-o
=-M
,...,.--A-:P~A- RT MENTS for 2·3 girls. Near EIU,
10 month lease. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS, 345·3100 between
3-9 p.m.
2115
Nine bedroom house OR split
into two apartments of six bedrooms and 3 bedrooms, low utilities. 2 washers/dryers available
summer/fall/spring. Call 2344831. Six blocks from campus.
----------~2111
Two bedroom house for rent.
ni cely furnished. Including T.V
and commercial pool table.
Behind high school on 18th
Street. $200 each for two. 3454508
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _2111
3 bdrm, 2 baths for group of 4
or 5. $225 ea for 4, $190 ea. for
5, includes all utllltles, furnished, great location. Call 345·
4185.
-...,-,.--------~2115
Brittany Ridge Townhouses, 2
1/2 bathes, dishwasher, washer/dryer,
4-5
females.
Reasonable Price. Fall 93. 3451493
_ _ _ __ __ _ _2116
3 female tenants need for new
apartment. Call Jim at 345·1556
after 2 p.m.
-2115
3 bdr. house near campus. gas,
heat, off-street parking. Up to 4
persons. 345-4595. Leave mes·
sage.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 2115
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR
NINE MONTH LEASE. FROM
$160 PER PERSON. APPOINT·
MENT. 345-6000

,-,.,.---------..,.""7"':~517

Microwave oven rental $25 for
Spring Semester plus $1 O
deposit. 820 Lincoln Street.
348-7746

---------~517

FOR SALE
AKC Rott puppies, 10 weeks
old Call 235·0099. $200-$300.
--------~2111

in and Hobbes
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~-------------...............
TV-Quasar 25" console-$175.
Stereo: rece i ver, turntable ,
speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet
Malibu station wagon $750.
Trade for? 345-4426
,..,--,---,-..,.-..,.,----,-~517
Man's silver/gold wedding ring$150. Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100. Trade
for? 345·4426

_ _ _ __ _517

'81 oldsmobile cutlass. $980
OBO Need to sell ASAP Call
Julie 348·1084.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 2111
STEROID ALTERNATIVES·
CYBERGENICS, ICOPRO. HOT
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER,
UNIVERSAL. DIET AIDS. STIMULANTS . FREE CATALOG
PHYSICAL ATTRACTIONS. 1800-397-4777.
_ _ __ _ _ __ _3/29
9 boxes (6) beveled, 3 boxes
straight edge, 12x12 mirror tiles.
(orig. $200) $75.00. 348·1550
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .2111
Pier 1 papason chair with cushion. Good condition. $75. 349·
8994

I.OST &. FOUND
Found: Plastic bag containing
gym clothes: found men's gloves
(black), found black jacket. To
claim come to Rm 119, SPC
Office, Coleman Hall
- _ _2110
FOUN D · Large man's jacket.
Please Identify. Call 345-5428
_ _ _ ___.2111
Found·Black dog with purple collar. It has purple tongue. 3457352
2115
A BLACK FU~J--..,..
1 ...,.
C_A_M-=E"""'R_A_.THIS
PAST WEEKEND. IF HAVE ANY
INFO CALL 581·3436. ASK FOR
RIZ.
------~2115

LET OUR CUPID BOUQUET
WIN YOUR VALENTINE'S
HEART. $10.00. UP, UP & AWAY
BALLOONERY, 1503 7TH, 345·

9462
_ _ _ __ __ _ _.2111
Daytona , Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas. Good prices for the
college budget. Call Todd at 3435538. Leave message if no
answer.

--

2128

SEND A VALENTINE BALLOON
ANYWHERE IN THE USA: BALLOON, CUPID BEAR AND KISS·
ES $18.95. UP UP AND AWAY,
1503 Seventh St. 345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ca2/2,3.4,8,9, 10
Jen-I know you read this, so call
me at 2034. I will try to make it
worth the trouble. Miss ya. JW
- - - - - - - -----'2110

--

Remember your Valentine with a
carnation and balloon from Phi
Sigma Sigma Stop by our tables
In Buzzard and Coleman, Mon.Thurs.
= - - - - - - - --2111
Bill-I hope you have a great birth·
day big guy. You deserve it!
Rock-on Rush.Jeanne
___...,.-_________ .2110
RUGBY: The EIU Rugby Club will
have pre-season practice
Wednesday night, 8·10 p.m. at
McAfee Gym. Please bring 50
cents. Any questions call Mark at
345-9287 or Pat at 581·6863.
- - - - - - ------'2110
SEND YOUR VALENTINE BAL·
LOONS & KISSES, $5.00. UP,
UP & AWAY BALLOONERY.
1503 7TH, 345-9462
_________ _____c2111
SIG KAPS. Don't fofljet to grab a
DATE and DASH to MARTY's
TONIGHT!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,2110
Hillbilly: Hang In there, irs going
to get betterll
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
UP UP & AWAY BALLOONERY
HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR YOUR SPECIAL VALEN·
TINE. 1503 7TH, 345-9462
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111
Congratulations to Lambda Chi
Alpha Brother of the Week, Brian
Miller, for being elected as
Special Events Coordinator on
the University Board.
- - - - - -------'2110
Are you interested In becoming
part of the new EIU Women's
Rugby Club? If you have the time
and desire, we have the coaches
and experience. Pre-season
practice tonight, McAfee Gym
from 8·10 p.m. Open to all EIU
women, students and faculty. Any
questions, call Mark at 345-9287
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.2110
VALENTINE
BALLOONS ,
CANDY, CARDS & THE WORKS
AT TOKENS. COME IN EARLY &
PLACE YOUR ORDER. WE ARE
DELIVERING ALL WEEK. OPEN
ALL DAY FEB. 14.
_ _2111
PARTY TIMElll Get into the 60s
and 70s w1tli JUST SPENCE'S
RESALE. 1148 6th Street. Open
Tuesday-Saturday,
1-5
Telephone 345 -1469. WE BUY
CLOTHES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111
YOU'RE GOING TO LOVE OUR
TEDDY BEAR BALLOON BOU·
QUET, $17.50. UP, UP & AWAY
BALLOONERY, 1503 7TH. 345·
9462
o----c::--c--,----~2111
Tracey Rubach-Happy 21st
Birthday! Get ready for tonitel
Sigma love-Suzanne
_ _ ____,2110
Congratulatlons to KRISTIN
SCHOONOVER of TRI-SIGMA
on getting lavaliered to LANCE
HANFLAND of DELTA TAU
DELTA! Your sisters are very
happy for you!!
- - - - - - - - - - - - '2110

by Bill Watterson

LET US MUG YOUR VALENTINE WITH OUR SPECIAL
MUGS, BALLOONS & CANDY,
$16.50. UP UP & AWAY BALLOONERY, 1503 7TH, 345-9462
- = - - - - - - - - - - - -2111
Send your sweetie some flowers
and balloons for Valentine's Day.
Buy it from the Ladies of Phi
S igma Sigma at Buzzard and
Coleman TODAY from 9-4
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A
VALENTINES GIFT FOR THAT
SPECIAL SOMEONE? MARY
KAY HAS GIFTS FOR BOTH
MEN AND WOMEN. CALL
ANGELA AT 581·3893 TODAY!
___________2110
Jamaican Tan, new beds new
bulbs, new address. 410 7th St,
348-0018, M·F, 10-9, Sat. 9-5.
".:""-__,-:"""".~ca 218, 1o,15
JOEY'S, JOEY'S JOEY'S
JOEY'S JOEY'S DELIVERS, 11
am. • 2 p.m./4 p.m. • 11 p.m.
THURS., FRI., SAT. extended to
2 a.m. In the morning and all day
weekends. EAT, EAT, EAT, EAT,
EATI OFTENI Phone 345-2466
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2119
TRACEY RUBACH: Happy 21st
Birthday! Have a blast tonight
Sigma Luv, Mom
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _2110
Amy, Let me just tell you something-you're not getting your sock
back-GET OVER ITI Kelly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____2110
BRIAN VAN VOORAN: Just
ANOTHER ad congratulating you
and telling you what a sweetheart
you are. Don't ever change.

--- ~ -------~2110

HEY IRHA: To the Eastern
Delegation family. Thanks for a
great weekend. I love you all. The
dancing nut.Jen
--------~2110
GET YOUR COED NAKED
SPORTSWEAR EXCLUSIVELY
AT TOKENS SURPRISE YOUR
VALENTINE WITH TREATS,
SWEETS, AND GOODIES
FROM
OUR
EXTENSIVE
SELECTION. OPEN ALL DAY
SUNDAY, VALENTINES DAY.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _.2111

Laurie Roberts-Happy 20th
Birthday! You're the best mom
avert Sigma love-Suzanne

,.,-----,....,-.,..---=~2110

Happy 21st birthday TRACEY
RUBACH. Get ready for tonight!
Love Kristin and Megan. P.S. No
more waiting on Thursday!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110
KERRY CODIAMET: HEY DONT
NEED A HOLIDAY TO SAY
WHAT I FEEL FOR YA. AS
LONG AS YOU ARE AROUND
THIS WORLD IS A BETTER
PLACE·RIZ
,...-- ,...---,....-'2110
Steve, These last weeks have
been wonderful. Sorry about yes·
terday. I love you, let's keep it
going.
T·bag
___________
2110
The Daily Eastern News now
accepts MasterCard and VISA for
all your classified advertising
needs. For more information, call
the
Student
Publications
Business Office, 581 ·2812.
~ha-00
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA CHI:
THANK YOU FOR A GREAT
HONOR AND EXPERIENCE AS
YOUR SWEETHEART! YOU
ARE ALL GENTLEMEN AND I
WAS PROUD TO BE A PART OF
SIGMA CHI l'M LOOKING FOR·
WARD TO A GREAT TIME AT
FORMAL! HAVE A HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY! LOVE,
SUSIE
_ _ __ __ _ __ 2110
HEY DON O'BRIEN & CHRI S
SEPER·KEEP WRITING THOSE
GREAT COLUMNS! LUV VAi A
SOUTHERN MORONIC CHEER·
LEADER
-2110
BUBBA. I Ilka you Betty! Can't
wait to see you in your formal
dress! Overcoat Is optional! Big

Guy
--------~2110

MICHELLE ACALEY, Happy
Birthday!
Love,
_ _ _Alpha
_ _Phi
__
_ Mom
_2110
Jim, Happy Birthday Sweetie!
Have a wonderful day! 1love youl
Emily
_ _ __ _ _ _ __.2/10

The Daily Eastern News
now accepts

VISA and MasterCard
For more information call

IMPROVE YOU~;
CASH STOCK;
»

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1 .00

2 ... -

BY GARAY TRUDEAU

"The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial Individual who wishes to
sall an Items or Items (max. of 3 items). All Items must be priced .

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Dates to run

Message:

(one word per line)

\
Under ClasslfJCation of:
Expirabon oode (office use only)

No. wonls/days

Person accepting ad
Compositor

Amount due:$

Norris Division
WL
Chicago
31 18
Detroit
30 20
Minnesota
24 18
Toronto
24 22
St. Louis
24 23
Tampa Bay
19 34

WALES
CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L T
35 14 5
Pittsburgh
Washington
25 22 6
NY Rangers
23 23 9
New Jersey
25 24 4
NY Islanders
24 23 6
Philadelphia
19 26 8
Adams Division
33 18 5
Montreal
29 18 8
Quebec
Boston
30 21 4
Buffalo
27 21 6
Hartford
14 36 4
Ottawa
7 46 4

Pts
75
56
55
54
54
46

71
66
64
60
32
18

..
. .
.. . 2 FOR2
BR / 2PERSON APT.
... 2ale,
laundry, close to EIU
345-4489
Jim Wood

••

••
•••
•
•..
•
••
•....
~
r- . ••....
INOEPENOENTlYOWNED ANO OPERATED

0ntu6'
- 21

T
8
6
8
8
3

Pts
70
66
64
56
56
41

Smythe Division
Vancouver
31 15 8
Calgary
29 19 6
Winnipeg
25 23 6
Los Angeles
24 23 6
Edmonton
19 28 8
San Jose
6 46 2

70
64
56
54
46
14

8

Tusday's Results
Philadelphia 8, Ottawa 1
Vancvouver 5, Quebec 1
Detroit 8, New Jersey 5
Tampa Bay 3, Toronto 1
Montreal and NY Islanders (late)
Washington and Minnesota (late)
Boston and St. Louis (late)
Edmonton at Los Angeles (late)
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh at NY Rangers 6:40
p.m.
Buffalo at Winnepeg 7:40 p.m.
San Jose at Clagary 8:40 p.m.

CAMPBELL
CONFERENCE

•

The Dally
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Lindros scores two in re
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Eric Limlros returned
from a knee injury to score two goals and Kevin
Dineen added three morl· to help the Philadelphia
Flyers rout the Ottawa Senators 8- l Tuesday nighc.
Lindros re-injured his right knee after a game on
Jan. 9 against the New York Rangers and missed 12
games. He had been sidelined 11 games earlier in
lhe season wilh the same injury.
On Monday. Lindros was acquitted of common
assault charges in Oshawa, Ontario.
The victory snapped a five-game winless streak
for the Flyers (0-4-1). Ottawa had its first loss in
four games (2-1-1) and lowered its road record
dropped to 0-27-0.

Canucks 5, Nordlques 1
QUEBEC (AP) - Pavel Bure scored his 45th and
46th goals to break a club record as the Vancouver
Canucks beat the Quebec Nordiques 5-1 Tuesday
night.
Bure, who had gone five games without a goal,
scored late in the second period before adding his
46th of the season into an empty net in the closing
minutes. The goal broke the Canucks' single-season
mark of 45 set by Tony Tanti in the 1983-84 season.
Garry Valk added two goals for Vancouver. which
entered the game only 1-2-3 in its previous six
games.

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Brian Bradley,
all-star appearance in Montreal, scored
of the season, lifting the Tampa Bay ·
the Toronto Maple Leafs 3-1 Tuesday
Bradley tried to redirect Bob Beers
then lifted the rebound into the top of
game winner at 7: 13 of the third period.
Tampa Bay. 19-34-3 in its first sc
its last seven games after a sevenstreak, and surpassed the 1991-92
expansionist San Jose. The Sharks had 39
Tim Bergland. in his third game
recalled from Atlanta of the IHL. opened
for Tampa Bay.

--

TONIGHT!

(

OIDTOWNE MANAGEMENT
1408 SIXTH STREET 217/3t:i5-653
No"W" Leasing For 193-'9
• Oldetoume Apts.
• Polk Ave Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

ADVERTISE!!
In

Lightning 3, Maple Leafs

Panther's

........... .. .. .....
The Daily Eastern News

DETROIT (AP) - Gerard Gallant
Detroit's five-goal first period and
went on to a wild 8-5 victory over
Devils on Tuesday night.
Gallant hadn't scored twice in a g
years, but he got his chance in the 7
show. New Jersey outshot the Red Wi
Detroit is undefeated in five games
7-1-3 in its last 11 games. New Jersey
in its last seven.

PITCHERS

• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Bucbancm

345-<>LI>E
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATIONAND RECREATION

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby
ENTRY DEADLINES
Wrestling (M) .................................................................................Tuesday, February 16
Badminton Singles (M,W) .................................................................Friday, February 19
Swim Meet (M, W, CR) .........................................................................Monday, March 1
Table Tennis Doubles (M,W, CR) ...........................................................Friday, March 5

Wrestling
-Men's individual and team competition. Weight classes: 126, 134, 142, 150, 158, 167, 177, 190,
210, and unlimited.
-Teams consist of a minimum of 6 players with a maximum of 1o players. They may be distributed in any manner throughout the weight class.
-A single elimination tournament will be held for each weight class Each match consists of 3
penods which is 1 112 minutes long.
-Entry deadline is Tuesday, Feb. 16.
Play begins Wednesday, Feb. 17 at 8:00 p.m. in the Lantz Wrestling Room.
..Weigh-ins will be held Wednesday, Feb. 17 from 11:00-12:00 and 3:00-4:00 p.m. ALL CONTESTANTS MUST WEIGH-IN DURING ONE OF THE SPECIFIED TIMES.

BADMINTON SINGLES
-Men's and Women's Competition
-Matches consist of the best 2 out of 3 games to 11 points - must win by 2.
-Individuals select to play in a Monday or Tuesday evening tournament. The winners from each
nightly tournament will advance to the finals on Wednesday.
-Entries accepted beginning Thursday, Feb. 11 The Entry Deadline is Friday, Feb. 19.
-Play begins Monday, Feb. 22 at 8 p.m. in the McAfee South Gym.

SWIM MEET
-Men's and Women's team and individual competition. Former Intercollegiate swim team members ~eligible to compete.
-The event are: 100 yd. Team Medley Relay, 200 yd. Free Style Relay. 50 yd. Backstroke, 200
yd. Free Style, 50 yd. Breaststroke, 50 yd. Butterfly, 100 yd. Free Style, 100 yd. Individual
Medley, 50 yd. Free Style, 100 yd. Backstroke, 200 yd Team Medley, and 400 yd. Free Style
Relay. All contestants are limited to 3 events, 1 of which must be a relay.
--Plat begins Tuesday, march 2 at 8 p.m. in the Lantz Pool

PATE CHANGE
The following dates have been changed for Teamtenrns. Entries accepted. Wednesday, march 10, Entry
deadline: Wednesday, March 17; and Play begins: Monday, March 29.

Telephone: 581-2821
INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS
RACQUETBALL SINGLES

MEN'S CHAMPION: Robert Ayers
WOMEN'S CHAMPION: Audrey Knox
BOWLING CIRCUS
MEN'S SINGLES CHAMPION: Fred Kapel 98 pts.
Second Place: Jarred Essenpreis 94 pts.
Third Place: Tyler Morris 90 pts.
Fourth Place: Brian Barnes 82 pts.
Fifth Place: Scott Wenk 81 pts.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ABRAHAM LINCOLN!!
The Student Recreation Center hours and programs (except aqua exercise) on F
February 12, Lincoln's Birthday will remain the same. Have a great day off from classes!

GENERAL INFORMATION
NOTICE!! NOT ALLOWED Books, coats. or others cany-lns. which are not used to workout with, 1111
allowed In the SAC (exceptions will be made for any student who Is using the SAC Lounge and 1V
Please use th lockers along lhe wall, they era only S.25 for single usage. Please notice there will be a
retrieval fee for any items left 1n a locker without paying Also, lhe old lockers outside the Lantz Fitness
are still in usage at the cost of S 1o. The Olv1Sion of Recreational Sports iS not responsible for any LOST
STOLEN ITEMS
SAC JOGGING TRACK DIRECTIONS· The Division of Recreational Sports ls urging all joggers and w
using the SAC track or Lantz Fleld house at night lo run or walk counter cloci\wise on Monday, W
Friday, and Sunday, AND clockwise on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. This should be done in
refieve stress that could be put on one leg when you run or walk In only one direction. Also note that
should stay to the inside land and joggers to the outside lane.
ADVICE JO rue STUDENTS· For those students, working to mainta1n1ng good health but who have fottle
to spare, The Student RecreatlOll Center suggests to check out our cardiovascular equipment We have
ment that will grve you an lnlense aerobic and total body workout In only 20 minutes We have Stai
Nordic Tracs, Ufecycles, Uferower, Schwinn, Air Dynes, and much much more.

t-----------------------------LAP SWIM

lap swim is not only an all body workout but you can avoid the crowds while enioVWlll
leisurely swim In a an aquatic environment. The Division of Recreational Sports offers lap
at the following times and places.
LANTZ POOL- Monday-Friday from 7-10 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from 2-5 p.m.
BUZZARD POOL- Monday-Friday from 12-1 & 4-5 p.m.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
"AFRO AMERICAN SCHOLARS:
LEADERS, ACTIVITIES, WRITERS"
Feb. 1-28
Jan. 17-Feb.28
Feb. 3

Feb. 19

African-American Art Exhibit
Lamerol Gatewood - Art Display
"Black History Challenge of Champions·
Game Show- 7:30 p.m.
Lecturer: Gloria Jean Davis
Illinois State University
"Black Homophobia and Sexuality" - 7 p.m.
Asst. to President/Dir. Affirm. Action
Movie: "Mo Money· 8 p.m. Students $1
Herman Taylor
Lecture/Organ Recital - 7:30 p.m.
Black Student Union Dance - 10 p.m. Admission Charged.
Delta Sigma Theta Dance - 10 p.m. Admission Charged.
Panel Discussion: 7 p.m.
"Modern Black Women Writers,
The Stories, The Legacy.. ."
Dr. Michael Loudon l!t Dr. Carol Schmudde

Booth Library (N. Entrance)
Tarble Arts Center
Taylor Hall Lobby

Minneapolis Gospel Sound - 8 p.m.
$3 Students, $5 Gen. Public
Student Panel Discussion 7:30 p.m.
"Being Black in America·
Black Music Social/Reception 8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

University Union
Grand Ballroom
Taylor Hall Lobby

Movie: "Glory" - 7:30 p.m.
Famous African-Americans
Dramatic Interpretations - 7:30 p.m.
Black History Month Essay Contest
·unity: Why Can't We All Get Along•
Deadline To Submit Entries

Taylor Hall Lobby
Taylor Hall Lobby

EIU Black Expo Dinner - 6 p.m.

Union 1895 Room

African-American Cultural Display 4-7 p.m.

fine Arts Lobby

Oakland Rm.

University Ballroom
Dvorak Hall
University Ballroom
University Ballroom
E. 1/3 University Ballroom

Taylor Hall Lobby

Buzzard Building

Feb. 24-25

University of Ulinois
Dvorak Concert Hall
Black Chorus Concert - 7:30 p.m.$2 Students, $5 Gen. Public
Black Greek Council Dance - IO p.m.
University Ballroom
Black History Music Concert - 8:.30 p.m.
Dvorak Concert Hall
Black Greek Forum - "Why Do We Creep·
Phipps Lecture Hall
Black Male/Female Relationships - 7 p.m.
·one Nation Many Voices·
Tarble Arts Center
Lecturer - Randall Robinson - 7:30 p.m.
University Ballroom
Movie: "Boomerang· - 8 p.m. $1 Students

Feb. 24,26

Play: "Learning The Hard Way• - 8 p.m.

Coleman Lecture Hall

Health Fair/Symposium 7 p.m.
"Keynote Speaker - Dr. David Jorns
"HIV/Aids: Administration and Jts'
Perspective on Health and Safety

Charleston/Mattoon Rm.

Feb. 20
Feb. 22
Feb. 23
Feb. 24

Feb. 26

Feb. 27

International Guest - Phil Wilson 8 p.m.
Charleston/Mattoon Rm.
Aids in the African-American Community:
• Do The Right Thing•
Minority Health Fair - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University Union
Workshops every hour - .3rd floor Union
Guest Speakers each hour - Health Exhibits - Grand Ballroom
Zeta Phi Beta Dance - I 0 p.m. Admission Charged
Black Student Union's 6th Annual
Parent's Appreciation Weekend

University Ballroom

Parent's Appreciation Luncheon - 2 p.m.
"Parents: A Celebration of Life and Love·

University Ballroom

Map Parent's Reception - 6 p.m.
17th Annual Miss Black EIU Pageant
"Ebony: The Essence of Divinity" - 7 p. m.
$6 in advance, $8 at the door
Pageant Coronation Dance - 10 p.m.

1895 Rm. Union
Grand Ballroom

University Ballroom

Black History Month Is sponsored by the Office of Student Activities. The
Office of Minority Affairs, The Dept. of Afro-African Studies. Taylor Hall, University
Board, Daily Eastern News, Black Student Union. The Dept. of Health Studies. Cultural
Diversity Committee. The Dept. of Fine Arts, Black Greek Council, The Office of
Institutional Advancement. Booth Library, The Tarble Arts Center and The Charleston
Chamber of Commerce.
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summary

Celtics still striving
for spot in playoffs

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) Reggie Lewis scored 20 points and
the Boston Celtics outrebounded
Milwaukee 48-26 en roule to a
104-92 victory over the Bucks on
Atlantlc Division
Tuesday night.
W
L
Pct. GB
30 15
.667 Lewis, who scored 14 in the firsl
27 22
.574 4
quarter,
hit four free throws in the
.543 5112
25 21
21
21
.500 7 112
final I :45 and Xavier McDaniel.
17 27
.386 12 112 who had J 8 points. added six free
14 29
.326 15
throws during that span as Boston
12 31
311 16
held on for its l3lh win in 17
Central Division
games.
32 15
681
30 18
.625 2 1/2
Six Celtics in double figures
23 21
523 7 1/2
overcame
a career-high 29 points
22 23
.489 9
22 24
.478 9 1/2
by Todd Day and 22 points by
19 25
.432 11 1/2 Frank Brickowski as the Bucks
.391 13 112
18 28
lost their fourth straight.
Boston broke away from a 7976 lead with a 10-2 fourth-quarter
run.
Lewis started the spurt with a
Midwest Division
pair of free throws. then McDaniel
W
L
Pct. GB
30
14
.682 scored on a pair of layups. Robert
29
16
.644 1
Parish capped it with a 6-fool base26 20
.565 4 1/2
17 27
.388 12 112 line shot that gave the Celtics an
10 32
.238 181/2
89-78 lead with 4:2 l left.
4
39
.093 25
The Bucks got no closer than six
Pacific Division
points
after that
34 9
.791 -

EASTERN
CONFERENCE
New York
New Jersey

Boston
Or1ando
Philadelphia
Washington
Miami
Chicago
Cleveland
Charlotte
Atlanta
Indiana
Detroit
Miiwaukee

WESTERN
CONFERENCE
San Antonio
Utah
Houston
Denver
Minnesota
Dallas
Phoenix
Seattle
Portland
LA Clippers
LA Lakers
Golden State
Sacramento

30
28
24
23
20
16

15
15
22
22
27
29

.667
.651
.522
.511
.426
.356

5
6
11 112
12
16
19

Tuesday's Results
Boston 104, Milwaukee 92
Cleveland 107, Char1otte 103
M1am1 106, Detroit 105
San Antonio 112, LA Clippers 97
Denver at Seattle late
Atlanta at Golden State late
Utah at Sacramento late
Wednesday's Games
Houston at Philadelphia 6:30 p.m
Cleveland at Orlando 6:30 p.m.
Chicago at Indiana 6:30 p.m.
Detroit at New Jersey 7 p.m.
Miami at MIMesota 7 p.m.
Washington at Dallas 7:30 p.m.
LA CUppers at Phoenix 8:30 p.m.
Denver at LA Lakers 9:30 p.m.

NBA Scoring
Leaders
Player, team
Jordan, Chi.
Wilkins, AtJ.
K. Malone, Utah
Mullin, G.S.
Barl<ley, Phoe.
Olajuwon, Hou.
O'Neal, Orl.
Robinson, S.A.
Petrovic, N.J.
Dumars, Del.
Ewing. N.Y.
Manning, LAC.
Johnson, Char.
Richmond, Sac.
H~rdaway, G.S.
Miller, Ind.
Lewis, Bos.
Homacek, Phil.
Hawkins, Phil.
Coleman, N.J.

G

46
34
44
46
42
45
41
43
45
43
43
45
43
43
47
46
45
43
42
41

FG FT PTS AVG
5n 287 1492 32.4

335
436
474
389
451
372
352
391
380
390
400
384
352
371
314
378
331
290

261
375
183
259
246
223
303
211
198
193
210
181
190
201
268
179
161
221

975 28.7
1250 28.4
1191 25.9
1074 25.6
1148 25.5
967 23.6
1009 23.5
1051 23.4
1004 23.3
974 22.7
1011 22.5
965 22.4
941 21.9
1011 21.5
963 20.9
939 20.9
874 20.3
850 20.2
292 236 827 20.2

Heat 106, Pistons 105

AUBURN HILLS. Mich. (AP)
- John Salley scored 23 points and
came up with the key defensive
play. helping Miami beat his
former team, the Detroit Pistons,
I 06-105 Tuesday night. the Heat's
first-ever victory al the Palace.
Grant Long, who scored
Miami's final five points lo finish
with 24, gave the Heal the lead
when he hit a hook shot with 4.7
seconds remaining.
After a timeout, Orlando
Woolridge tried to inbound the ball
to Isiah Thomas, but Salley intercepted and held the ball until the
buzzer ended lhe game.
Steve Srnilh added 23 points for
the Heat, who lost their first eight
road games against Detroit. Miami
played without Rony Seikely, out
with the flu.
Teny Mills scored a career-high
28 points, Woolridge 26 and Joe
Dumars 20 for the Pistons, who
have lost three straight and 10 of
their last 12 games.
After Smith's jumper with 1:57
left tied it 101-101, Thomas hit
two free throws to put Detroit
ahead 103-101with1:08 left
Long converted a three-point
play to give Miami its first lead of
the second half, 104-103, with 23

seconds remaining.
Dumars put Detroit ahead 105104 with 13 seconds left before
Long hil what proved to be the
game-winner.

Spurs 112, Clippers 97
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - David
Robinson had 25 points and 13
rebounds and Dale Ellis scored 20
points as the San Antonio Spurs
beat the Los Angeles Clippers 11297" Tuesday night for their 15th
victory in 16 games.
Sean Elliou added 18 points for
the Spurs, who claimed their 12th
consecutive homecourt victory.
Danny Manning led the Clippers
with 25 points. but only seven
came in the second half. Ron
Harper added 17 points.
The Spurs. who have won by 10
points or more 11 times during the
current hot streak, led by 11 going
into the fourth quarter.
An 8-2 run. with all the points
coming from the foul line. gave
San Antonio a 100-80 lead with
6:30 lo play. The Spurs· largest
lead was 21 later m the period.
Ellis made three 3-point shots.
giving him a single-season San
Antonio record of 68. Mike
Dunleavy had 67 3-pointers in
1982-83.

Cavaliers 107, Hornets 103
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) Brad Daugherty had 28 points and
17 rebounds as lhe Cleveland
Cavaliers won their fifth consecutive game Tuesday night, 107-103
over the Charlotte Hornets.
With the Hornets trailing 105102, Larry Johnson was fouled
with l. l seconds left. After making
the first, he intentionally missed
the second, but his airball gave the
Cavaliers possession.
Larry Nance's foul shot with 0.8
seconds left made it 106-103, and
Cleveland was awarded a technical
foul shot when Charlotte called a
timeout when it had none left.
Mark Price made the free throw to
complete the scoring.
Price finished with 20 points
and Nance 18 for the Cavaliers.
The Hornets, who had their
four-game winning streak snapped.
w ere led by Johnson with 29
points and 14 rebounds and Dell
Curry with 24 points. Curry set a
team record with five 3-pointers
and tied another club standard with
four of them in the first half.

Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery
Free Semi-thick Crust after 10 p.m. Eve
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m.
2 a.m. on weekends

345-3400

$3.99
Large Thin
Single Item
and Qt. of
Coke

Small Pizza
when placed

After 10 p.m.
each additional
item .75¢

LADIES, LAST CHANCE TO E

IMAGES NIGHT CLUB
HAWAIIAN 1ROPICS

Bikini Contest
TONIGHT!
5 Qualify for
8 days 7 nights
SPRING BREAK HOTEL PACKAG
DAYTONA BEACH

Entry to $100,000 Hawaiian
Tropic Sweepstakes
Registration Begin at 9:00 p.
Contest starts at 9:30 p.m.
Call for info. 234-9585
Sponsored by 2108, IMAGES,
and Coors Light

Wednesday At

c:./11..a rt y 's
Italian Sausage w/fries $299
$1 25 Lg. Drafts
$1 50 Bar Drinks
Tonite: Wings 'n 'Rings

Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. Second
• Large 3-Bedrooms

• Central NC

• Grear Location
(Behind Old White Hen)

• 1-1/2 Baths

Gamge Parking Available

Come by and see us at the Housing Fesc!
1-4 pm Thursday. f\.fLK Union
WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CALL TODAY!

348-5312 OR 1-356-8888
UL Real Estate Broker

Open all day Sunday on Valentines Da
Deliveries all weekend!

~~~

We have lots to choose from.
- Balloons
- Stuffed animals
Our o/aientine Pacl(ages
- Cards
or Create Your Own
(Red Hot, Sentimental & Sweet)

Let our friendly staff assist you to mak
your Valentines Day Special
* all specials
include delivery!

...
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oy parade ends in violence
) - A downtown celebration of the
' Super Bowl victory dissolved into
Tuesday as groups of teen-agers
other and police.
said several people were injured
. Television reports claimed 16
and taken to area hospitals, and 14
ed.
i'pons of gunfire in the downtown
spokeswoman Eva Romero advised
away from the area, where officers
by revelers.

"Right now there's too much going on," Romero
said. "Bottles are being thrown, but we just don't
have any details."
Radio news repons advised people at work downtown to exercise caution.
An estimated 200,000 people were on hand for
the parade and rally, which was held about a halfmile from the area where most of the fighting
occurred.
Police lined the sidewalks around one intersection. but reports said fights continued to erupt
around the area.

r

ANA. Calif. (AP)California Angels
the team, accusing
ne Autry and his
discrimination.
·u on contends he
to retire after 26
Autry's wife. Jackie.
taunted him with
ets because he is

team's executive vice president. J ackie Autry recently
investigated allegations that
Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
Schou made slurs about black,
Jews and Japanese.
In his suit. Britton accuses
Jackie Autry of calling him a
"Black Jewish Godmother"
and making disparaging racial
comments.
He also alleges that Jackie
Autry pressured Angels
administrators to push him out
of the organization.
Mark Rosenthal. a lawyer
for the Angels. said the lawsuit was filed Jan. 22 in
Orange County Superior Court
and no hearing date has been
set.
" They're completely false
and defamatory... Rosenthal
said.

s lawsuit also accuss of cheating him
than $1 million in
fits on sausage and
sale~. along with the
lary he claims they
said I had a lifetime
m," Britton told the
County Register.
sc. 1 wouldn't have
Britton 's suit focuses
on Jackie Autry. the

.re :.wingman ~ouis'
is still trying to battle
ck into the starting
n't much for talking
y's loss.
, who came off the
score 18 points and
th Landrus and Troy
ere the driving forces
Eastern 's comeback
onday, looked down at
and had his hands on his
most of the press confer'I have too much to say,"
with his voice slightly
and sniffling. The memmedia couldn't decide
ing was an attempt in
bold back a cold or if he
was crying.
thers are not a happy
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a few spots in the Mid-Con standings before the conference tournajll~~olls around in March. rn1
The second week of February
is not the time for any team to
start building for next year.
Had the Panthers decided to do
that last February when they were
4-5 in the Mid-Con and 9-10
overall after a one-point loss to
Illinois-Chicago on Feb. 8, there
may not have been any Mid-Con
tournament title and NCAA
Tournament berth to brag about
and look back on this season.
It was a game with Western at
Lantz Gym last season that began
to turn the Panthers fortunes
around. A baseling jumper by
departed senior Steve Rowe with
one second left capped a second
half comeback as the Panthers
defeated the Leathernecks 75-73.
From there Eastern went on to
win three games in the conference
tournament to secure the NCAA
bid. Maybe the this year's
Panthers can some how use that
bit of history to their advantage.
With their next five games at
home, the Panthers should try be
optimistic about being able to do
something good and possibily
pull off a few upsets as some of
the Mid-Con's top teams come to
town.
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Conference. It's a all predicated
based upon the stability of their
conference."
Currently, this is not a breaking
story, but it very well could be
down the line. If three of the four
teams the Mid-Con has its eye on
decides to swing by the Mid-Con
and give it a chance, it would only
increase national respect for one
of the fastest rising conferences in
the nation.
The MCC could give the MidCon some teams which have seen
success in the past. Evansville has
gone to the NCAA's sever.ii times
in the past decade. This may
sound a little outdated, but Xavier
was crowned national champions
in 1963 and have currently been
tallying votes in the NCAA
national polls. And with Butler
and Detroit playing such stiff
competition over the years. these
two teams could add a more competitive flavor to the Mid-Con.

The Panthers folding their tents
too soon isn't the only thing I
haHC 9uggin.g. we,.1~:
• An issue of Sports Jllustrated
a few weeks ago ran a picture of a
few fans at a Dallas Mavericks
game holding up a sign saying.
"We've got next game!'' With the
Mavericks currently sporting a 440 record those fans may have
had a chance of winning.
A friend of mine, who saw the
same picture, said that if Eastern 's men's basketball team
doesn't stan winning he may take
the same banner to a Panthers
game. He didn't say if he was
going to wear a bag over his head
or not. He also has no plans of
going to the new Panther Pride
fan club.
• From the tasteless joke
department: While watching the
University of Illinois defeat Iowa
last week. an Illini fan blurted out
the poorest joke that I have ever
heard.
"Hey, did you hear about Chris
Street (the Iowa player that died
in a car wreck a few weeks
ago)?," he said. "He is playing in
the six-foot and under league
now."

- Dnn O'Brien is a staff writer
for The Daily Eastern News.
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CIPS
• Central Air
Studio, 1-2-3 Bdrm
• 24 Hr. Maintenance
Furnished
• Balconies
Laundry Facilities
• Free Off-Street Parking
• Swimming Pool & Sun Deck

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS
(Across From Car man Hall)

345-6000
2219 S. 9th St. #17

Any Pizza
Any Size
FREE TOPPINGS!!

$8~;!
No Double Toppings

EVERYDAY in February

-----Plus-----

MEDIUM PIZZA
WITH 2 FREE PEPSI'S OR
ONE FREE TOPPING:

•

$4~~x
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EVERY DAY, JUST ASK

LARGE PIZZA
WITH 2 FREE PEPSI'S OR
ONE FREE TOPPING:
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EVERY DAY, JUST ASK

348.w 1626 Charleston
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THE EXPORTS
Alternative Edge Sound - Featuring covers bv Smithereens. R.E.M., & Rush along wloriginals
Specials: $2()) Pitchers
$1 Bottles (MGD,MGD Light)
plus Food and Shooter Deals

IT'S A PARTY!

Women set for round
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor

As the women's basketball
team starts playing Mid-Continent Conference teams for the
second time this season, coach
Barbara Hilke said she hopes
round two will produce better
results than the Lady Panthers'
first go around.
A loss to Western Illinois last
Thursday gave Eastern a 1-7
record against the eight other
conference teams, with its only
win coming against lllinoisChicago on Jan. 23. The Lady
Panthers will now play each
team once more.
"I think with the experience
we've gained we should be
more knowledgeable," Hilke
said. "We are better players than
we were I 0 or 15 games ago.
We've come a long way."
The Lady Panthers started
second-round action off on the
wrong foot losing to Wright
State on Sunday. The loss
dropped Eastern to 2-16 overall
and 1-8 in the conference.
Eastern now hits the road for
three straight Mid-Con games
against Cleveland State on Thu-

ALE PHOTO
Eastern coach Rick Samuels makes the call during a Panther practice. Eastern is 011 a five-game losing streak.

Barbara Hilke
rsday, Youngstown State on
Saturday and Northern Illinois
on Feb. 17.
"The kids are very anxious to
play and are not afraid anymore.
They want to prove something,"
Hilke said. "I'm very pleased
with their attitude and work
ability."
Hilke said she views every
remaining game as important,
but keyed on the rematches with

Cleveland State
Illinois. Only the
teams in the nine
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ment in March.
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Con action and is
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"I would like to
be as fundamental u
be," Hilke said. "We'
ried about wins or l

Wrone gaining moment
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

1

Eastern shouldn t
wait 'til next year
It appears that the Eastern Panthers are
already looking forward to next year.
At least that is the idea I come away with
after listening to and observing some of the
Panthers following their most recent loss
Monday at Lantz Gym to Western Illinois.
"We have to stay confident and even build
!"or next year," said sophomore shooting
guard Derrick Landrus following the
Panthers' fifth straight loss.
The losses seem to be getting to Eastern
coach Rick Samuels. When he entered the Don
post-game press conference room following O'Brten
the loss to Western Samuels said, "(Western) - - - - - - - ·
Coach (Jim) Kerwin is out there waiting to
talk to you (the media). He gives me a good chance to get in here
and get out of here."
A simple "see you later coach," I said to Samuels following the
press conference, got nothing more than a dirty look from the man
who bas coached Eastern to nine winning seasons in his 12 years
• Continued on page 15

As the men's swimming team
continues to struggle through the
season, sophomore Jason Wrone
is making a name for himself in
the pool.
Wrone, a pre-business major
from Centralia, has been steadily
improving his times in the 200
butterfly and this in only his second year of full competition.
Wrone did not swim competitively
in high school except for summer
competition.
"I swam a little bit of YMCA
my senior year," Wrone said. "I
just came here and decided that I
wanted to continue swimming
because I liked it."
In his freshman year, Wrone
swam the 100 and 200 butterflies
and competed in many relays. But
as expected it took a good part of
the season to bring down his times
and get used to the competition.
"Basically last year was like a
catch up year for me because I
didn't swim in high school at all.

Jason Wrone
and all the other freshmen swam
in high school so I decided to get
used to swimming again," Wrone
said.
Wrone's main focus this season
has been the 200 fly and so far, he
is pleased with bis efforts.
"My times have dropped quite a

teams have this wee
then they travel to
Feb. 19 for the Midionships. The men's
expected to finish very
Wrone still has goals of
meet.
"l want to get under
utes in the 200 fly," W
want to place in the top
year; hopefully in the top
Wrone finished ninth •
fly last year at the
Championships and
chance to attain his goals
19.

Mid-Con should be looking toward expansi
Could the Mid-Continent Conference be expanding?
This is a question that could be
decided if the Midwestern Collegiate Conference folds.
The MCC currently consists of
eight teams, Evansville, Dayton,
Detroit, Loyola-Chicago, XavierOhio and Bu t ler. Four of those
teams, all but Xavier, Dayton, Duquesne and LaSalle, have caught the
eye of Mid-Continent Conference Keith
commissioner Jerry lppoliti.
farroU
The reason Dayton and Duquesne - - - - - - - ·
aren't on that list is because they
have already made plans to go elsewhere next season.
Dayton is headed to the Great Midwest Conference and
Duquesne is headed back to the Atlantic 10 Conference.
In a phone interview last week, Ippoliri wasn't too gungho on publici1ing the issue about the Mid-Con taking in

more teams.
Some of the things be did say was that the MidContinent Conference had the go-ahead to talk to each of
the institutions in the MCC. But when asked if he had contacted the institutions, be replied, "not necessarily."
"The Council of delegates (which is composed of university presidents from Mid-Con schools) indicated that
they wanted to be pro-active in Looking at additional institutions from a geographical standpoint that are comparable
to our existing universities and possibly expand into a 1214 team league of divisional play," Ippoliti said
Currently the Mid-Continent Conference houses l 0
members through this season. But the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee will join the Mid-Con family in
the 1994-95 season, making itself the 11th member.
Just like the Southeastern Conference, the Mid-Con format may end up such as splitting the conference into two
division and each divisional team plays each other two
times, while playing each team in the other division once.
Then. the conference's post season tournament would con-

sist of the top four teams from each division.
As far as scheduling is concerned, I think this
an outstanding chance for league members in
Coo. This would open opportunities to play better
tition out of the conference. I would like
University of Illinois or a Cincinnati or even an
University calibre type team on Eastern's schedule.
One of the key questions is why the MCC
under.
With only five teams in the MCC and the fact
has lost its automatic bid to the NCAA To
status of the that conference seems to be unstable.
the reason the commissioner has his eyes set on
as a breeding ground for future Mid-Con partici
"Those would be logical schools that we would
ested in because it is certainly no secret that the co
has a Midwestern flavor. Naturally, the move was
initiated by the unstable Midwestern Coll

•Continued on page 15

